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INTRODUCTION
In the _esign of space flight trajectories and ha_w_r_ it is necess_l_
to determine the answers to questions of the following nature:
.... In a nominal operation, how accurately will the spacecraft trajectory
or certain te_inal variables be determined from tracki_, as a function
of time throughout the flight?
What is the sensitivity o_ this nominal accurac'/to the n'_ber _.n.i
location of tracking stations, _he quantities measured, observation
noise models, data biases, etc.?
What is the effect of uncertainties in physical constants and station
locations on the nominal accuracy?
Wha$ is the efleu_ of a midcourse correction on the orbit determination
accuracy?
The Tracking Accuracy Prediction Program (TAPP) has been designed specifi-
cally for the statistical analysis of such pre-flig_htorbit determination
problems (as distinct from the operational processing of date to determine a
particular orbit once a flight has occurred). In developing _he program,
emphasis has been placed on computational speedt capability of handling a.
wide range of problems t and ease of future program modification. To these
en_s, the followin_ features have been included: For speed trajectory com-
putation is based on a three-dimensional, multi-cen_ert patched conic model
so that no integration is required.* In addition the ephemerides of celestial
.bodiesare computed from formulas rather tha_ by table look-up, and frequent
_racking observations are Interpol_ted from a basic mesh of time steps.
Extensive comparison at STL of the results of such models an& the results of
.i. "exact" _,tegrating programs has shown g_ agreement for _th lunar a_
, Interplanetary flightm. ,
i
t
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The orbit computatio_lalscheme is completely generei in that it ce_A¢ 3al
wlth all types of conics with essentially no alterations in the formulas.
No difficulties are encountered in such troublesome cases as parabolic,
near parabolic, circular, and zero inclination orbits. This f!sAibility is
mad_ possible by the use of the Cartesian coordinates at a fixed epoch as the
orbital elements along with Herrick's unified parameter_ (Reference 2) for
finding the spacecraft position velociby vector on the orbit.
A variety of observation types may be slmulate_, inciuCLing_an_e_
range rate, hour ar_le, _eclination, elevation3 and azimuth frcm earth based
stations; planetary _i_meters an_ star-plauet sig_htim@s from the spacecraft;
an_ range and range rate from a lunar-based station. Rise and set tim_s are
computed, allowing the user to specify the o_servations to be taken by con-
venient "rules" and placing the bur_n of generating th6 observation times
D 'on the program,. A number of noise models and station locations are pre-storedin the progra_ and may be specified by a code number. Other models auk statio_
locations may of course be entered as input q_antities. The effects of un-
certainties in station locations, physical constants, au_ biases may be
stu_ie_. Up tO 25 ork,ital elements au_ non-orbital parameters may r_eSOi_d
for t an_ the effect of executing a mi_cour_e maneuver may be simulated. A
choice of flee printout formats is provided covering trajectory variables,
mldcourse quantitiest and tracking matrices, an_ varying in _he amount and
type of detail printed out.
The progr_n described in this repor_ (TAPP Mo_ I) was designed for the
tracking analysis of flights containing a sir_le midcourse correction. An
extended version (TAPP Mod IX) is under development which will allow simulatlc
_f _ _Idcourse and terainal guidance corrections. This l_tter program
employs a Monte Carlo method of analysis and is intende_ for combined tracki_
@uidance "mission ane_Vsls"_ _ncl_in@ studies of midcourse fuel requirements
relative efflolencies Of Guidance logics_ and the stud_ of a_aptive correctio_
2
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Thia repor_ is a revision of _a earlier document_ "Computor Pro_rcm
Guide_ Traokin_ Accuracy Prediction Pro_ra_ (TAPP }_)D I)" s by L. ,,oog_
_. A.S. Liu, Mo C. _is_i_ B_ O. Senna. It has been _llfled to re_ec_
_h_gos i_ the ]_ro_ra_ and to eliminate errors.
TI_ _irst ]_art of th_ rc_por_ presents a _mctio_ block diagra_ o_ the
progr.am a_i includes e general description of each maOor pro_ra_ b'_oc_,.
second _art Is ,e, series o_ appendices _ich describe the input req_ire_nts,
out.at O_tiO_ _ _rint _orma_s_ a_ _ive _ e_tlo_ _ed in _ va_io_
program blocks.
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O, NE AUPROOR DZSC, IpTION
I_ t_e computation of orbits_ it is assumed that an orbit is determined
as a function of time from the equations _f motion if the combined initial
pomition -_nd velocity vector, Xo, is given at one inst nt_ t o. In pra-_ticu
x ° is never known exactly but can be estimated from observations made along
the orbit. Such observations are subject to random noise which introduce
fluctuations into the calculated values of xo.
_ne object of the pre_ent progrsm is the eva!u_at_onof orbit determi_tion
accuracy on the basis of a given noise model and the details of observations
along the orbit. For our purpose, the accuracy criterion is the covarlance
matrix of a .setof variables which "are known functions of xo. Usually these
variables are taken to be the impact parameter vector with respect to a target
planet or in the case of elliptic motion, the spacecraft position vector at a
fixed,time.
i
In order to find the covariance matrix referred to above, the method of
i least squares is used to estimate the initial position and "_eloclty vector, .,
Xo, from the observ_tlons. The covariance matrix for xo is obtained from
the weighted least squares matriceS. The covariance m_trix for functions of
xo c@n then be obtained by a linear,tr,_usformation.K That Iss except for
effects of physical constants which will be.discussed later].
Brlefly_ the tasks required for finding the cov_rlance m_trix of impact
errors are outlined in block diagram form in Figure l.
"' In addition to _he prinu_r_jpurpose of tracking accuracy evaluat_on_ the
program _y sometimes be used to compute from Xo,
a) the approximate spacecraft trajectory s_ a set of att-:ili_ry
quantities given in'Appendlx i0,
I
.... b) the spacecraft' rl.e and set times from a number of stations over
a time span of interest,
•O) target sensitivity coefficients for mldcourse maneuvers at
. prescribed points in the orbit,
/
#
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d) the pro6r_ may also be used to simulate m/dcour,e maneuver errors
from a given set of sys+_ms performance par_._ters an_.prescr._bed
tracking data.
_e shall now describe the functions Of the major _rogram blocks:
) Orbit.and L_hcmcris Computation
;: The traJectury of a spacecraft is usually found by solving the equations
o
of motion including all pertinent force terms. To ehh_nce the speed of orbi_
com_t_lu_p _evi_tiorAsfrom, K_pler motion are neglected in the ._resen_
_instance_ _o that all trajectories are conics For cases in which there is
a sequence of primary attracting centers, a succession of conic_ ars matche_
together at _he boundaries of the sphere o_ action for t_ various bodies.*
_Such a procedure removes the necessity for any int_.grationof _he equations
of motion. The computation scheme is given in Appendix i.
In additlons the _phemerides for the pertinent ce!e_tial bodies are
/
computed from Kepler formulas using mean orbital el_ments whlch include
secular variation terms _u_ not periodic ones. A provision i_ made to accept
/ •
osculating elements at a fixed epoch if higher accuracy is required, However_
in most instances_ the tracking accuracy slwuld not be critically affcct._d_F
small deviations in the po_itlons of the celestial bodies fro_their actual
position.
_) Search ,Routine
, One require_ program input is a set of initial orbit conditions yielding
approximately the desired final conditions at the target body. Th_e input
conditions will normally be obtained from one of the standard lunar or
interplanetary trajectory design progra_,_ava:',lable.To all_ for differences
in computational models used by TAPP and oth_.rprograms_ a search routine is
provided in TAPP to achieve _ required set of final conditions. This is
accomplished _y a differential correction process on the initial condit_on_. •
Given an initial vec_or_ Xo_ which yields a reasonably close velue of the
See Appendix 6, PaKe 70.
e ' ' 6 . . '
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frecurred flzm_ v_a_r b_ _ r_i_ oom_t_ t_ _iffQrenti_ _Qeffi_ient
| •
6 _
+ 5 x are used to c_mput_ th_ new values bI. TheThe new v_lues Xl = Xo o
process is repeated until the required conditions aro achieved. The search
may be carried out by varying _he i_jectio_ _.-_-_^-"_.v.__-t+_o_.._th__.or t_he
velocity _t infinity on the escal>Jhyperbola. Further details _re given in
Appendix .5. ,
3) Rise &nd Set "Times
To insure that-the simulated observation times correspond realistically
\
with the given orbit and tracking stationss visibility times from each station
'/
are computed over the period of interest.
This is accomplished in the program by computing the ele%_tion an@lea E,
from the tracker at prescribed interw_Is over the span of tracking. In
pcrSicuiar_ we comput_
R ._
.5 - sin E- _in'_o = IR_I "-
w_eFe
R is the position vet;totof the station8
- 0 Is the vector from station to spacecraft
_0 is the minimum elevation before visibility is sald to occur
(usually different from zero)
The spacecraft is visible from a given station if 5 > O. The rlse-set inter-
va_s are found by Int_rpolatlng fo_"the times at which 6 changes sign.
j In the @ase of lunar and _ep space vehicles_ the spaceccaft has a slow
an_al_r rote with respect to the earth after the initial day or t,ro, Since
/
L
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the station coordlnatea have a pe-iod of one sidereal day, the rlse-set
tlme_ on the nth day are reasonable first approximations to the. rlse-set
times on the n + ±st day. This fact is used to speed the dete_=Inatlon of
rise and set times over a long trajectory time apart.
In anticipation of lunar satellites, the r_se-set rcutine also finds the
occultation times of the spacecraft by the moon• Ouly _slble, non-occulted
times are used in slmu_ated observations.
4) Radar Derivatives
The radar derivatives are the regression coefficients appearing in the
• In tho uresent program they are obtainedleast squ&res eetimatloa of r°
by use of the differentiation chain rule. Let Ri be the Ith radar
observ_tlon; t the _Ime of the observation; x(t) t_.wposition and veloclty
at time t; and xo the value of x at the epoch, to)*tb_n in matrix nota_iOD,
• iS
where •
_'x-] to x(t)., It is obtainei dlrectl F from the definition of
Ri(x) by d_fferentiation. e
is the (6x 6) variational matrix for the change 5x(t)
due to an initial incremen_ 5 r •
o
"' __,Y I_,"'-0 /
l_y differentiation of the Kepler fornn_as. The =triz ,_-,- is-_;lven in
) in Appendix 3.
I . * For illustrative purposes, we are considering x_ to be the inltial con_Itlo:
veu_or, However, x 0 ma_ in general, include phy_lcai constantz elements as
we3.1,
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_o_=at4on of the A Matrix
Each roy of the A matrix consists of the coefficients of one equation
of uondition
n %%
where the ai are the variables to be adjusted, (e.g., injection conditlons_
:,h_sicalconstants, station location, data biases, etc.). The _i are the
coefficients which make up a ro_ of the A matrix. This section deals with.
the formation of the A matrix when i_Itial corAditions,dynamics_ constants
such as mass of the sun, non-dynamical constants, such as speed of light orJ
station location errors, and data biases are to be "adjusted" (i.e., fitted
to the equations of conditions in a least square sense). In general,
_x°
"! " _here (_) is now to be considered as a matrix and x0 corresponds t 9 the a i.
As a specific example, let us consider one case of constructing such an
•A matrix.
" r _"Let the symbol _ _ mean "a set of 1;Ize".
Let xO be the initial conditions, xO _ [6_
Let
(e.g., massof sun, massof e_'rth)
" Let _ bethonon-d_mamlcalconstaats. _ . !q ]
(e.g., _tation uncertainties, speed of light).
Let R be the set of unbiased observations fr_n _on-biased
.
:_ ! 9• 1
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il]
Let R_ be the set of biased 6oservatlons fro_ non-biased
i station locations R = (m}
Let RA be the set of non-biased observations from biased
statiou locations R _ _@_
t
Let _ be the set of biased observations from biased station
Total number of observations = n = ._+ m + @ + r
To_al number of variables _= N = 6 + p + q +
The A. matrix is then formed by
I_) (o) (o),_ "I
.(x 6 ,_x¢ m I _. .
, .. _0)6.x .q
• o)6 a_"6_ p " "I(o): 0.):
A - * (o)
: _RA' /aSAi (0)0 x m (0)q x 6 (0)_ x p (l)q x
._-_o.6 _,_-io_
.,, ., ' (o),,_ 6 (O)m_ I' (% _ _ *(i)
..aRc, ;_'
• !--' --' (1)r x m -
'..i_x /r x 6 _x ;r x q
where * means the identity square matrlx_
.:_ ,....
.... •' (o) ._ ,," .. _ (o) _ .
ta_) \bXo/tx 6 :.ox;_,a_/._xp .- .. ,
!(a_ 'a_ '. :_% ' ' .., '
: _ -- fax: ,...(o>,,;x _ (z)._
A ,= I, mx 6 "" "_"""
. i;'a'%'_ .'. { aSA, ax. :i_ (O)e x a
,-_ i_"'/' ' x6,
•,., ,:.,. , ,, .
I.._," _ .,
' 10
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5b) NormalW  rlx
- Let R be the vector consisting of all the individual ob6erv_ions, Ri.
'i'neelements of the matrix A = /SR
\/_Xoj are formed an accordance :.ith a
prescribed set of rules which dictate the type and frequency of the simulated
tracking data. The normal matrix is then simply
A'WA = W
where a prime denotes _......... and W _s ere diagonal matrix of final
veights assigned to the observations. W is also computed in accordance
with a set of rules _nichare given in Appendix 8.
' 6) TrackingAccuracy Output
The covariance matrix of the impact vector (or some _ppropriate sub-
__i_ stitute) is the criterion of tracking accuracy. To elaborate on its com-putatior, we d fine the notations:
_ R - m vector of actual observations including noise.
Xot - n vector of true orbital parameters to be estimated.
- x o - initial estimate of Xot.
p - q vector of par_ueters (usuaLly physical constants) which
affect the values of the computed observations but whic_ are
not being estimated.
R = R(Xo, p) - m vector "of computed values of the observables
• based on the initial values, x and p.
Io - covariance matrix of the initial estimate, xo.
-. A9 - eovariance matrix of the vecto_ p (assumed given).
_. _ . • .e .°%. • • .. _. ,_
11
@ •
t
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J t
'I
J
l!__l
A - m x n matrix of partial derivatives, l_Xo ] .
P - m x q matrix of partial deriV_tlvess _p _ •
W - m x m dia_on_l matrix of final leas%.s_uarea wei_h%m.
In most of the following, we absorb _ into the A an& P matrices_ i. e.
A'WA "-* A'A • _A _ A
A'WP --* A'P _ "-_ P
In performin_ the least squares fit, we hol_ the vecto__ p fixed b'_tinciu_e
the effects of its uncertainty in =omputir_ the covariance matrlx of i_jact" '
errors. In general, the p vector will Include quantities such as mass _f
the earth, moon_ station locations velocity of light, etc. The e._n_ in
: XoS p, an_ the noise on the observations are assume& to be independent of
each other for the _vezent.
If the _ss_ed values of p coincide with _he true values, p_, the_ t_e
least squares estimate of Xot is the value Xls which minimizes the weighted
8tI_
_ [_ _C_o.,_ _._. _o_]'[_ -o -.- ,_' ". - - - w . _ Cx, m_- A _o__
i_ im_ltion x° i8 _ a priori estimateo_x t vith cov_ri_c_ atr_ to;
then the combined least squa_s and a priori estimate, xo, is obtained fr_n
the e_uat ion* .
, _o. x° ” _,[_. __x,,_1 _
-1
°1
K- (A'A+r o )
* "See footno_ on nex_ _a_e
! .
4
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jA _ail inarement 5p .- p . Pt rill yield a slightly different estimate, _op
_hem
Q
' _o " _  _'" _ ,_,p_)-A_ - P _'p
: O . @ "
*" (31 "
: •
e
, , 'e _Motr_ote-fro_ previous zm_e :
"* ' It Po - 0 (no a priori knowledge), the estimate of Xot reduces to .
' _ Xls. where
Xls- Xo + (A'A)'.I'A ' [R- R (x o, Pt)] (_.)
vhic.h is the usual forsn_ based on a least squares criterion,.-Equation (I)
combinesthe a priori estimate_rLththe leas_ squares estimate,all into one
aquarea tit a_ in (la), and then cunbining with the a priori eetimate in
accordance with the formula
e
! .
o,
_here Ale is the covariance matrix of Xls. The =ethods are equivelent an& .
the covarlancematx_Axof _o ' is _Iven b_ the flxst term of (_) i_ one assumes
_% there ax_ no extols in p.
/
/
°
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The covariance m_trix of the esthete is
^o- - "[ "-A,P^,"'1" '
- A' NA + I"-i (5)
o
vhere the bar denotes an ensemble average and Ap is the a priori covariance
mstrlx of p; N is the product of the die_oual matrix of the variances cn ¢.he
noise and the weightin5 matrix W. The matrix, A, al_._y_hsm included in
it the factor _ ; otherwlse an ad_itlona& factor of W v0ul_ _ppea_ in (5)
The differential errore in the ¢mpamt vector, b = b (xo, p)are re.tea
"
linearly to 6Xo an& 5p, We hsve
°,
6b = _,6Xo + _" °6
_here
_b
The covar£ance m_trix of b is
IIL_j,_ llll L _0 U _ n L l IIxu =. _-_b ,_ . (x m+o+ _+,p)(k' + ._)'
. _,mm_.+ (+,+ >,v) ^p (+,+ _,v)' • (6)
.X an& ¼ eta the usu_ explicit p_rtlal derlv_tlves of b v£th respect t_
x o an& p respectively. _b. _96p is an adKitionaZ error term in b aue _o
an error in _ _is_ from an incremental change 6p./
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. Equation (_) it the formula for finding Ab _hen 5x0 an_ _% aro
• Independent. Since Ab is the criterion which measures the tr_cE_nz
acc_Tacy, much of the remainder of this wrlte-up deals with tho _'_o_ils
and options pertaining to its computation from hypothetical observe%ions.
In Appendix 4,b is shown to be a vector conslstln_ of the two c_m-
(ml) andthe total flight tlme, %_.ponents of the miss vector, m . 2
\ m1 an& m2 define a plane which will be called the impact parameter plane..
!
/ Ab = 5"o 5b is a 3 x 3 matrix" whose, upper lef_ hand 2 x 2 is givenlly ,
mu_m_mnn_m | t" "
__Am .',,5m._m , We .rewrite this as e '
_I _;i_2 . .
- :(7)
The quadratic form 5m - constant describes a disNrsion ellipse @f
constant probability :In the (ml_ m2)plane. Am may be dia6onalized by means
0
. of an orthogonal transformation to new variables M where
" M = Um
so that,
. ! 0
. AM . UAmu . _ ,_, (8)wl 0 ., "
• i
z +a2Z ".z)- (_- )h 'i ,2 " ........ " ....2
lai
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U is a rotation from the m! axis to the major axi_ of the dispersion
ellipse, The ar_le of rotation is O _here (assume _l_v2)
m£
1 2P% 2
o ,, g "1 2 ....X m,. (9)
a 1 - o-2
The quantities Ab, AM, an_ O _e compute_ --tvarious _ta_es of the simu-
lation as an indication of the trackinE accuracy.
7) Midcourse Man_.uvers
Another use of the proErsm is to simulate the errors of a midcourse
velocity correction. Thls is done by supplementlng Ab with an error
covarlance matrix due to the imperfect execution of the maneuver. Since
the maneuver system errors an_ the tracking noise a_e assumed to be lnte-
pendent_ the covariance matrices from the two _ources add directly. The
proEram may be instructed to perform either a hypothetical or .an actual
maneUVe r,
The difference between them i8 that in the first case the correction
velocity errors are not propagated into the future. Their effects on 4 b "
are computed at the time of the hypothetical maneuver and are d.ropped for
further calculations. The object is to display the effects on Ab of the
maneuver errors at various points along the orbit as the amount of tracking
an& the error coefficients vary in time.
In contrast, the simulation of an actual mldcourse implieu that the
maneuver errors are permanently implanted in the orbit as they always are in ,
real llfe. All computations of _ after the maneuver will have include_ in
them the error8 arising from the performance of _he mc_ueuver. Xn both
e_es we us_ae %hat the mean of the mldcourse v _,loei_v magnltude is zero
J
• j
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so that _he or'oitremains unaltere& fro_,the nominal even though the
. errors are aerie&on. This is a valid procedure if everything is linearp
I
i.e. the error coeZ'ficlentsdo not change __.__,,'e'_"_1_'in the vicinity of the
_omlnal. The progra_ may be required to perform a series of hypothetlc_l
ma_e_vers but only one actual one at this time. *
a) Hypothetical Maneuvers (abbreviated hm)
Usus_, a sequence of h_othetlcal maneuvers are c_lled fcr alon_
an orbit. To illustr_te the ef_ec_ at the i_, polnt_ use the s_-bo.ls".
' Abi - .c°variancematrix of b Just prior to the ith hm.
Aal " covariance matrix of _ _u_t after the ith hm.
Ae - covariance matrix of velocity errors &us to imperfect
execution of the require& maneuver. See Appen&ix 7 •
Ae is a 3 x 3 matrix bu_ may _e used as a par_i_ione& 6 x 6 •
alS '
matrix Ae he
- (r i, v l) - the spacecraft position an_ velocity vector vit_x i
respec_ ¢o the force c_rxter at t i, the time of the Ith hm.
h_ - co_ario_ce m_trix of x i _ue to +,.racking
J
x° - position and velocity at the initial epoch, to, of the phas_
_urln_ which the maneuver occurs
.. Ao = covariance matrix of x o due to trackin6 only
A strai@htf_rvar& way of computln_ A_iis to u_te the epoch to the
I
* TAPP Mo_ IX has a mul_Ipie midcourse maneuver cape_ili_y.
!
_l 7 ..
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Aal is fotuudby replacing Ai by Ai + Ae in Abl. Eo:_ever,frequent up_tln_
involves some tealous ma_rlx manlpuiati_)nsif physical cgn_,tarAtsare involve_L.
A somewhat slmpler ocl_emeis used for _n'5 in _he present program by keepln{g
the epoch at to . At ti compute
I
after vhich
(neglecting l_hysical con_tang errors in this case)
For com_ut_iona_ _urposes, _i Is obtaine_ from _oJ
_x o
b) Actual Maneuvers
m, H , , ,i _ -
After an actual maneuver, the e_och is moved _o the time of the
maneuver. Ca_tn_ the hey poin_ (to, Xo) with a l_rtori covariance matrix Ao_
then
. . Aa "
I
t
i
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a_''_ .
v
If more _racklng data is added after to, %hen the effec_ cf the new
da_ man be i.._cor_oratedinto the covariance matrlxof xo by the foz_ula
_o - KJK
wL.3re
L
and N. are quantities referring to the new d_ta having meanings which
b_-_ correspond to A and N in (_). The covariance matrix for b is then
;,
simply
If physical constant uncertainties are consldere_, the situation
becomes more involved end will be dealt with in Appemllx 6.
. 19
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/APPEh_IX i ORBIT COV_UTATiON AND V _TIONAL EQUATIONS
This appendix tabulates some expressions for the derivatives of position
_nd velocity on Keplerian conics with re_pect _o the initial conditions. Of
the many acts of parameters which may be _sed to represent the orbit, the set
chosen is the one given by the initial cartesian components of posit_on and
velocity of the point mass with respect to the dynamical center.
The method of representing the orbit is completely genera], in that it
includes e!l!ptic_ parabolic, hTperbolic,circular, and zero inclination o_blts
. with a_ost no alterations in the computation procedure. There is no sin&cA-
larity in the transition from the elliptic to the hyperbolic case so that the
expressions for the derivatives are valid even in %he limit of the parabolle
case. The usual transcendental functions are replaced by similar power series
hich terminate Wlth a single term .inthe parabolic limit.
Derivatives for transforming covarlance matrlcee to the usual classical
elements and _he polar coordinates are also tabulated because _%ese coordinate
"_stems are often useful in guidance analysis.
Let _ (x, y, z) be the position vector of the point mass in an inertial,
cartesian frame with respec_ to the dynamical center;
(_, @, _) the velocity vector in the came frame.
The notation x _pearing in a matrix is _aken to mean the combined vector
I
x.
I. Orbit Computation
Given the initial values _0 _ (Xo' YO' Zo) and vL (Xo' Yo' _'o) at, t = to;.
the position _(t) and velocity _(t) is found from the outline below. The
d"-rlvation of the orbit formulas may be found in R_:ference [Z.].The constants of
@
the motion are;
!
20
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r v
o o
u
C ,, k - 1
0
1 2- k
O
where # i_ the mass constant of the central body.
gepler's-Equ_%ion consists of the three _Imultaneous equatlons
,17. (t- to)= ro _ + _c+ % u -(_.x)
e3 _5 e7
u " _'"_: +7 "" (1.2)3. 7:
_Z @4 @6
which for given t - t are to be solved by an iteratlve process for @, u, ando
c. In the present progre_ @ is used as the independent variable Instea_ of %
ar.__ u_ and C are evaluated explicitly.
21
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Ne_, compute
i
8 " °'u-a (i"_)
r _ ro 0
C
i1' . 1 - (1,6)r
o
II, partial Derivative Matrix
&iffe_ntiation
k_--olof the above formulas.
. We _egln by _efining _ _n_ _ by
. _u ._ +Z e7 _ _9
_c . ._" a_2
/
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Differentiation ef (1,l)_ith the ald of (i.5) yields
g _ 2_ cx
I | --°'--2°r_/-v - d_ + % _ - ur t
-'o L oj -V_"
i
Differ_nt_t_mg (1.2 - 1.5) _moraer yle:L_8
x
• , w
o _
"- ;u c _ " .o
_o " N "__
_c _ Xo
ro
_ -
- 8 -2'qp
Xo 1 _u
_o " _o __N
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I
|
;I
I
!
m;
I
)
o_ _ bc o: ;r . ---_°+ a,- +e +_ I+
Next, from (1.6 - 1.9) ve obtain
O_ ,..,. - 0
N " "_ -" +70 0
0
_)f 1 _)c
8g _u 1
i_ O .
f m
" " : _,_" :'-7"i... 0
=' "r ._:o r _x
l
..,
• _ 1 cL c
•' _ -, .-- . +_
_'o • r _o r .
F
i , 24..
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_ _f _ _o
_o _ _o\ (_o'_o
- _o
_r _f _o _-- _o + _
_" _ `4_o
' _o " _oo"°* + ._o
D
: ' _ _o _ h _°
t
: Derlvatives with respect to y, z are obtaine& by replacing x bY y,
ang z respec_;ivelyabove.
Derivatives vith respect to the gravitational constant, _, _re found
: aa _efore by &_ferentiation. The final restate yiel_ derAvatives in terms
of _creenta_e change _-_ . We have:
_u' _
_- o_+ r°
25
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_r _s _c 8d
_f .___ __c
_-_ - r° _
a_, a_ _ _. _.z
/
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As pointe_ out at the be_innln_; %he previous formulas are valid for
any type of conic. However, one disadvantage of _he method is that the
series expressions, u, c, _, _ converge rather slowly as the argument
becomes large. While one can always evaluate these expressions by including
more and more terms, the emount of labor becomes excesslve after a shoot
while.
One w_y of overcGmlng thi_ is to mov_ the initial epoch along as one
in the orbit so that the oa_cnt, e ='_-(E - Eo), in the seriesproceeds
is always small. A second way is to classify orbits according to the value
of a _n_ use the e_ulvalcnt closed expresslons when la_ is small. The latter
method was adopted for our 1_L-_ozessince frequent changes of epoc_ involve
__ • considerable matrix manipulations when tr_klng is involved. This classifi-
c_tlon is in no way res_rlctlve 61nee there is no singularity at the tran-
sitional values of &.
There are six quantities which are altered dependin_ on the value of a.
These quantities an& their equivalent alosed expressions are given lu Table i.
XIL Auxillary Derivatives
data,f
the transformation of the resultant covariance matrix , C (Xo), to a new set
Of variables, w, is given by
c (v). c(%) "
(pz'4.,u denotes t_m_:pose)
The sets which axe frequently of interest are the polar coordinates
v@ - (r _ _ v _ A)t . define& below an_ the eet.o_ classical elements
& ,,(ae i g u_Mo). We nee& to find an_ a_ well a_ .
/
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I
;
D 1
: I
i
may be found from differentiating the t formation equ_,tionsbelow.
• +
The subscript "o" will be omitted for conver :e since t_ r_iations ho_d
for all t• _
!/2 _!
r (x2 + y2 + z2) geoc .c distance ,i
+ "4
(_ u 7,_n"I y/x = righ_ :.,;cension i
5 - sin "I z/r = deciir_tion
V - (_2 + :.j2+ = velocity msg_Itucle
- -- = inclination of the velocity from
'rv vertical
+
A . tan-i"-_x___, - azlm_th of v from north
r_ - z/+
• 5r x 5r X _r z
"', _ " -r W" r _7 " -,,
5x 2 2
x +_
b5 -xz
i
/
I ' I' I
f
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I_5 -yz .
_ 2
_z _ z
r
A
_x v ' _ v ' _z v
t
= _9"_vh _:
_:: rvh v
-]
b__ I r,, r _ .zB,
! "
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J
J
°
"<-" = 2 2 i V - - "
ox Vh (x2 + y ) . : j
_:,- v': z' r)8A -1 _x (rz - zg) + --'_-- (y{ - y + yz i
Vh2 y2
8A _ t • ._
8z 2
r v h
t_ z
_A _x - iz
= 2r Y.
n
_A r 8A
_ - ._ --r 8z
The transfornmtlon to the classical orbital elements requires the matrix,
I_-a-i -.,._=_--Lhe elements are mor_ o--Dly__ expressed in terms of tI_e polar
coordinates, we find from
Sv_o) was given above. In terme oz the polar coordinates the elements are:
(a6aJn leaving off the subscripts "o" _rith the understandlng that all the
quan%Itles belc_ refer to a common fixed time)
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ra ,-, o , _ maJcr semi-axle
"i 12
- !z- _ (2-x) 61nz_]k = eccc.... .,.._j
I
i - eo_°I (cos 5 sin A) - In¢llnation
T_n (_ ° _) - sin 5 tan A _ = ascendlng node
m - u- f • = argtu_nt of perigee
• tan f- -----
i
8in_rk
sin 5 ..... 't_tnu - _-
cos A cos 5
M = E - e sin E • = mean anomaly
r = a (_-ecoaE)'
Differentlating_ we fincl
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8±n(=- n)
- - co80co8 (_- n)
- $" _ 0
_5 tan i
_ sin 5
,_ _A sin2 i
el"
_O cos A
i_ e v
_ P X Im
,: 2 +ae u) e
_00 90S 5 sin ,((%j _)
" sini
5M "Y(o (p + e2 r= ...._ r2 e0
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J%v v &r
&M .._ ,x
ea
[Aa ) 1Some obvious restrictions for I_-- are noted _bove, i.e_, (i, e, a) _ O.cvo /
This simply removes circular and parabolic orbit_ ,_s_ell as zero inclination
orbit planes. 'Fnederivatives remain valid for hyperbolic cases _Ith no change.
For the period, apogee, and perigee, ve have
" t
2 J2
P = _- = period
ra - a (l + e) = apogee distance
r = a (I - e) - perigee alstance
P
_r a ra _r .rp ,
a : a
_r& _.
j ,.
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4 • _*PAPPE._D_ 2 C ATION OF ; KE_ERIS
The positions of th estlal bodi e obtalne& by a series
q
exp_%sion in powers of tl ntricity : :heir memn eicments.
U_In_ classical astronomic. _bols;
a - major St,
e - eccentricl
i , - Incl_matlon ,_ l
a = longitude of (In the .fence p/aae)
. argument of pe_
M - mean anomaly at
o
f = true anomaly
We find the x'components of position velocity
" 'v°I)
- ,%a; ',z.z)
vlth corresponding expressions for y z. The P _ _ :
Px " cos a cos_ - si sin_ cos i
P = sin _ cosc_ + cO_ _ sinc_ cos i
y
!
Q.. ._= - coa '.ioln_ - aim _ cOS_ COS i
,_ - sin g _in_ e cos _ cOS_ COS is
% . cos_ sin i
P_
/
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!,!|
and.
X - r cos f
, u)
y_ _ r sin f
sinf
r " l+ecosf
. a C1 ez)
The expansion of the true anomaly, f, in terms of the mean anomaly is
•" given by: "
Z e2) sin M e3 e2f -" M+e + e (3+ - + sin 3 M
L
+ _ 5 + 27 sin 2M - 3 sin 2 M sin 2 M
1097 e5 sln5 M ' (2.3)
The mean anomaly at epoch is:
Mo " _95o.o (n°-_195o} (2.4
M1950.0 is computed from values of L and _ found in the American Ephemeris,
and M at any later time is
(t) _ M°+n(t- to) " (z.5)
The mean elezaentsof the orbits, referred to epoch of 1900, are expressible
Jn the fora 2
.z It') (z.6)e (t'). e (_9oo)+ _ _'+ e
' t' = t - 1900.0
Table 2. gives a list of the coefficients _hic_ are built into the program
for the various planets. Should higher accuracy in %he planetary positions be
re_uire_ one can insQ:,_osculating elements at a particular epoch.
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u_ cO 0 0 u'x cq
L_
_ _o _, _- _ _,
o 8 o o
...... c_ " S0 0 0 0 0 0 ¢ ¢
x°_ _ _ :_ _ _ _-_
g o _ _ _ -¢ o
"_o_ _ _o _ ,-i d _ _ c_ o
.a
,-4 CO CO
u'x u'_ 0 x_) 0
_o _ _
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APPEh_3IX 3 DERIVATIVES OF OBSERVATIONS
This appendix lists the partial derivatives of the observations with
respect to the position vector at the t_e of _he observation. As pointe&
out earlier, the coefficients, 1X_o-oi , are required for the least squ_'c_
normal matrix. They are obtained by use of the chain rule for differentiation,
_he_atrlx !_Xo],_--, vas giveninAppen_ 1.. ,/_"] _orth.varlo_ t_es
0_'
observables will be tabulated in th_ following.
Not at ion:
r - (x, y, z) - vector position of spacecraf_ with respect to the
primary attracting center at time, t.
- (Xs, yst zs) - vector position of the r_dar site with respectrs
to the center of the earth:
P " (Px' Oy, Dz) - position of the spacecraft relative to the radar
star" ,n ,
p = x"- rs in earth phase
= r - e - r in solar (lunar) phase8
= r + p - e - r in planet phasesS
" (_X' _y_ _z ) " velocity of the spacecrai% relative to, the r"a_lar
station
e - position o_' earth with respect to sun (moon)
p - position of planet wi_h respect to sun
' % -. ro_tiu6 oi' _rvature of the r_feronce ellipsoi¢ % - %(_)
I
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3
S - sidereal tlme of station
k - station longitud
- station geodeti, _tude
h - station altitude "ethe ref, _.ellipsoid
a - equatorial radlu. _he ea_
e 1
f . flattenin_ of ea_ : 29_._
- angular rotatior, _e of t, .h
e _.
The radar station position vet is foun_ :.
?
6 = a 1 - L,2 f -r ' e
. x8 = (dr + h) co8¢ co " " _e Y_
Ys = (ar, h)cos_sl_ . _ xe 8
) .°= .oThe velocity components are no% red _. one of the data types is
doppler,
I Derivatives of the Obser_-abl th Res[ to r(t)
, ,m , _ , , ,,m ,, ,
The radar observables are d _ by
D z '
5 = sin"I -- loc .clinatlon
P
(X = tan"I _ local right ascension
Px
H = S (X local ho'_r _ "
- cu_J.e
E = sin"I Zr elevation aug,le
p'rs
• re Pz " Zs Dr azimuth from north
f
" /
": 39
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k_ clop21_y _hlf_
I.L
|
By straightforwar_ differentiation .he a_ ve _efinltlons, ve fi_i (_>
_5 Ox Oz
i/z
( °x2 Zu - + P_,)
_5 .OF pz
lolu
2
%%
3H .. Px
• - _
.. . .T .
.. ".:" .12. _.12
]' _E "1 Px Pr
-- . __
" _ _ ['.!., o o,..l. ..
_" _" _ Ll=.l""i"i-_J " '
i .. i
] 96600] 372-045
;_A --i-i---- (% % " Ys _z)
If:•_ m 7_S
aA _ (% .V2 Pz zs Px)
IVz _s Px s"_ " 1%,
The above expressions are w_ltd for observations with respect to a lunar station
provi_e_ rs and vs are computed for the location of the station on the moon.
:i
IA
/
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!L
]
/ ./_eeraZ_ An_e_a. I
_e ,:]_ckangle, A, is defined by
-/....L_Planet
t :,,,_:.--
n2 n3 Sun'_c_/
tan A - n2,
_i x r
s xr
------ n3 " -_ml" " Is x r! n2 " IP x rL r
! ! ,
s is the direction to a given star from the vehicle.
r is the position vector of the space craft with respect to _:he sun in
this case.
Tho cone angle, B, ls given by
r' (_-r)
--COS B
For the derivatives, we have:
t
i
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r " f
t-
. 2x - Px x -
_,B _ cos B ! x -x '
_-eos B * _r r' (r - _ ,P . r_iZ i
-- 8--y ' _--7]' 8-y ; O--z are obtalncd by rcpi_.c_ng x by F, z
_n the corresponding expressions above.
(_.otet.h_t for the dlfferential correction, the vectors nl_ n2 2 n3 need n;_t
- be co,._putcA).
- Occultaticas
An occultation of a plane% is given by the two angles
tan _ -Y_ z
planet
/ ..-_ !!-_'il:,tjb
,, _ O BC ._tC---___h--._ .
"- X
- sin B _ -_ /
/
where r is the position of the spacecraf_ with reapect to the planet being
P
observed. The ier. atives are Zhe s_e as the ones given previously for
_,. _ but .._t? replaced b_ -rp.,
?!ane_ ary diameters
The planetary diameter C is
-- " C/2
P,
_ pi;_ue
and
• 8C -2_ xo p
,'Ith corresponding expressions _o_" y, z. Here r _.s the physical, r_.ius of
o
y _.heplat:_.t,
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ro-i
_! Derivatives of Ubz.ervableswith l'espect to _ cal Constants
Station Coordinates on _a_n.
la-j
vhere k denotes the vector (k, _, h) in Move _trice_.
The components of [_--_-]are
;x " _z .
s °Ys s
---- = "Y- A--i--= X _ = 0
-%
OYs , ,.
_Z 1%+ I= (z - _)z
._x
8h = co8 _ cos s
8Ys
8_ - cos _ _inS
_z
._g
5_ 5zs 59s _xS s
e 8k 8Z e 8ZA.O
-' _ 8ys 8#_ 8x8
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IThe latte.r %'ere given previously. For the ty , _n_i,',, .- ..., _,l-/¢n
below: % _ i
6 L J
u_ end _- are obtained by replac;: ,ox by _- _ _ -_ ...... -_ ---
Oz
S
the above.
:" .°.
" Ys Zs _]
,j
i
8A Dr
v lrl
/
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J1
,_a..t.
" De_ermlna_on of Physical ' _ -
" in the det_rxai_ation , ,hysical constan _, :are must be excercised in
deciding which obser_tio_ i which variab" .re being considered. For
examplej for tae mass of t] rth, #e ' ight perfon._ experiments which
measure the g field on t :th and fro .t decide how errors in mea-
surements of the equatoria lus affect final estimation of error in
the mass° _other way woul to co_,__ consider a surface circular
satellite and measure its _ • _suremen_ :ell as mea-
suring the equatorial radiu ..-,_...: _inty in the mass. In the
forp_er Case,
L
a
. e
2Z_&
= o =
g _ a
e
lu the latter case,
pZ a3= 4__"
e
%
e
p _ 0 - a
e
With these simple examples., we may sec h_7_ differing measurements will yield
differing relations be_we,_n estimates of the physical constants.
For the case of the noon, we have at least four differing ways of
estimating the mass of the moon. Tho:se are: (i) lunar equation, (2) parallacti_
tneqaality, (3) nutat_.onal effects upon the earth by the moon, and (4) period
of the moon. The partial derivatives will differ according to which measure-
merits we are making. Of the fo_a- estimations, we will adopt here the period-
mass relatiomshir,.
£
i
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Ia + _e /
_- "'_rtalntyThe uncertainty in the moon's mass is coup" ,_ther vi_,, the u,
in the mass of the earth and the mean disc ,etween the eacth _n_ moon.
The general philosoplkvJhere is that no e6ti_..v_on be made of physical constants
of another phase so thou bj _I_16convention ". is set to zero,
_e
Mas_s of the Sun
Let _s be the mass of the sun
_e be the m_ss of -he earth
xo be the Irz[tial position vector of the spacecraft in the sun frame
_bo be the initial position vector of the spacecraft at burnout
e be the position vector of the earth in the _mn frame
k be th_ non-dynamical variables
au be the astronomical unit
From the definition of p, we have
= r-e-r S
_o= _-_-Ar
S
Tal:ing no'ce of the fact that
r = (Xo, _s ) in the sun frame only
x 0 -- Xo (Xbo' _a' _e )
e - e (%)
= r (_, ge )r s
= R (p)
! J
o"
_.7
] 96600] 372-052
't
i
! ao t,hat;1
&r " t 0
Srsl /St s \
.,.,,,._,. .:.-.:-, .._,.,_ce: ,..-.<',is times called the eQ_,._ionsof
condi_io_s.
The coefflclen_ o,."_s is:
where 1
I
= I_._ = _-q_--t-am-- _ (e)o
• ,_,,.jo t_,Vo:,,. : 3_,,,
I
- t
i
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:j _e subscript '°o" refers to the pos. az_ velc of the earth at
tlme of p_se ohlf.t.
_e 1
The subscr!_ "t" refers to _he posltlo velocity he!_arth at
time of observ_tlon, t°
We see that uncertainties in the au aff_ :he observat three ,_7_ys:
I
(e) is an Initlal or of inJectl, .,,tothe
1. 3 _SXo} o
• s.n -x_se. This effect is slm to burnout er: _t the
_ e
• (i/' 2. 18 the direct deviatlo a nominal d_" n error
m_ss of the sun°
3. (( Ls the erro_ incurred w oordinates i.,:,hesun fram6
•at nsformed into coordlnz .tthe surface of the earth.
In 3urnframe, errors in" cavltational field of the
(. ear 'eneglected, (i.e., = 0).
\
\
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,b
i
l
I
Mast_.a,_quato;!alradlusof the E=_h
In solving for th4 mass of the ear_h, ve require that
_ae 1 ae
For any observation R,
t
.., For our purposes, it is sufflciently accurate to assume
; / °
(5! = ae )
hence on combining,
Mass of the Moon 1
.t | I im im
This case-is analogous to %h_ case of the solar mass except r,hat _is is
' replaced by the sum of the earth-moon mass. Hence, if e is the position o'-
,'\ ' _he earth relative I;o t_ moon, then
/
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Strictly speaking, the uncertainty in the ;h mL_s as well as mAss'of th: ,_,
significantly perttu'os the mean distance moon. These effects are igncrc._,
so that ve _ve only _ccountea for the :r -y Ir the earth-moon distance
due to ancer4_aintles In the moon's mas_ _y. I_ all we can do because
of the rule t_t only uncertainties In ", prlm u_ss center will be con-
sidered in any one phase. "
Velocity of Light co
, • i i| i • H
e
co enter In the doppler formula '
an& also in the slemt ramge through time _el _" •
C
co =. i01
_o
If k a_% k' are set to -1, the observables are c_ec. " " -n,",
nr _o Orp _ I"I"
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APPENDI;_ !_ THE IMPACT VECTOR _I_D ITS SENSITIVITY COEFFi%IEI[fS
Co_putatlonoftheI_ct Veo_or(b)
(The exact definition of b is given in (_._) below)
Let r = (x, y, z) and v = (_, _, _) be the position ana velocity respectively
of the spacecraft with respect to the target planet at the point vh'ere b is to
/
be computed-. This point should be sufficiently removed from the target planet
_ach _,,_ "_"is "__a................_p_Ydmat_on to v . the velocity at infinity of the
OO"
spacecraft with respect to the planet on the Ineomln_ hyperbola. In the pro-
_rsm, b is computed at the initial time _oint in the tai_et centered phase.
|rl at th_s instant is equal to or greater than the radius of the sphere of
action of the target.
The _mpac% _armneter, B,.in the reference cartesian system is approximately*
(A prime denotes transpose _nd r'v is the inner product of r and v; r'r --. lrl2.) •
It is frequently convenient to express B in terms of impact parameter (BJ
plane coordinates. The specificetlon of such a system requires a second refer-
ence plane which intersects the B plane. One possible cheice is _o choose the
ecliptic as the second .reference plane. This choice is use& h_re and the
B plane system is illus_rated in Figure %.
•The exact defini_;ion of the B vector is giw.'.nby
J = Bxv = rxv
co
where J is the angular momentum. H_nce cross multiplying by voo and
exDandln_, one obt" ns
2
x (r x v) - (v' _) r - (vi r) vVCD B _ vo_ 60
i/ vooiP',"
4
! If the p_r_icle is _% _ sufficient _istance such the% v _Vo_, %hen one obtains
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,.;;., •
_,,.,
l(
(VERNAL
EQUINOX ) "'
t
l.''" "= • "i. •
e".'Y..
.;
NOTE;
THE x y PLANE COINCIDE:$
WiTH THE ECLIPTIC.
YICAG_ Z. Illustration of the B-F_ane Coordtna_e Sys%-_
!
,53
b,
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lThe transfo_natlon to the B plane 6ystcm i_ _iven by three successive
rotations
\0 3 _ ..
whe_ J
• r _- i o -s c o o c s (_._}
\-so c \ o o 1 o -s
/
e2 @I ¢
in vhich C - cos; S - sin; and the _ -guments are given beneath the
rotation matrices; they are defined by
( obliquity of ecliptic _ 23.5®
recall that v = v
U is Just a rotation from the original reference plane (earth'a e_uatorial)
to the ecliptic. _ and 7 Are rotations throu_, th_ two _olar angl_s of
-v as _hom_ in the fi_nAre. In the new system bI is along -v a_ _._za,_o
or ve._ysmall; b2 is alc_igthe intersection of the B planq _ the _cliptic,
an_ b3 completes _ ri6ht handed cartesian system.
We shall define a new vector b w1_h _iements
I_ . _ ml _ b2 (4.4)
!
_hlch Is ._lle_ t_e _ac_ vector, tf _s the time of flig_ht_r_n the inl_lal
epoch "to %he ,t_r_e +, point, (or some appropriate I_int "o_ interest, )
9_
|
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Pa:_i_J. Deriva_ives of b
• " _n_tia_ ccndition_, Xo_To f_nd _ae de _,,.,_. .....,--'__of b ';ith respect to ¢ _ " we
agalz mske use of the chain r_l_..
, _O _f _X
_°'o \ I \ c,
where x is _he combined vector, x = (r, v). Consider first the derivatives
for b 2 and b 3. They are obtained by differentiation of (4.Z) Jm which we
consider the .rotation matrices as constants. Hence
', o,_._] " _.__ _ j_
.)
/ j
," below refers speclfically to the coordinate x and is not-to be confused" ,
L
wlth the cohvenlent abbrevi_tlon for the combined vector (r, v) used above j
%
.2
_Bx x
lvl_-
I q
_ _,__. iI-_
"I_ ivl2 _ i'l_
5_
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- \i--Ti_) o_<_, l_,i2
_'Bx f r'v _ '
<-'_ tl,,! 4 i
Expressions for the derivatives of By, Bz ar_ obt,_inedby an exchange of
letters In'the above. From (4.6)_ She derlva_iveb for b2 a_d b3 follows.
Lu (4,5) the matrix i8x _ is Just the variational matrix evaluate& at the
\ _o7 --
computation ti_e. This was given in Appendix 1.
If _ is a mass constant for a phase preceding the target phase, the
derivatives of b2 and b_ are obtained from
The only difference betweom (h.7) and (4.6) _s the last factor. If _f is the
)mass constant of the target phase,,then \_f - O.
I
For the partials of tfs we consider two separate cases. Th,_, first is
one in which we find the changes_in the flight time prior to the target phase
due to incremental changes in orbit p_rameters preceding the t&rget phase.
The second ca_e deals with changes of flight time in the target phase due
to varl_tions at the initial point of th_ target phase. The latter is also
useful for finding the derivatives of fligh$ time in the geocentric phas,a
when the velocity vector at infinity is varle& iu the cours_ of a, search
routine. (See Appendix 5).
%
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WITH RESPECT TOT_RGET
• __l
FiguIe 3. Geometry of the Transfer Orbit
_eferring to Figure 3 , we define
_i' _2 " mass constants of the two bodies involved
x° = (ro,vo) - the initial position and velocity of the space6rai_ im
the transfer orbit. (t = I;O)
x = _r, v) - spacecraft with respect to tar&at planet at initial epoch
of target phase (t = tl)
x 2 . (r2,v2) - spacecraft with respect to target at the crossing of the
Bpl_e (t - t 2)
C_se I.
In the txansfer orbit, let tf = _i '" to' The partials of I;2 are
vI rl
" lvl
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This is simply the v_iat-.on of _/nei,o6itionvector i_ the direction of the
approach a_ptote to the: _arget dlvide_ by the hype_:.,,].c excess veloci%y.
(Again r is large enough so that v is a _ocd approximation to the dlr¢ctlon
of the as_nptote.) The r,egatlve sign occ,ars because a positive variation
_n the s_me direction a_.v) Implle_ tha_ i_ require_ less time to reach a
._eferenceallegiancealong the orbit. Also _e h_ve .'_
Case 2
- t2 then for _n independent change 5rIn the target phase we le$ tg - t:,
The last equality _s the result of a _trlx _nversion theorem given in
Reference [ 4] . One _ay to arrive at _4.11) is by considering the symmetrical
escape tr_ecto_y vith initial ?_olnt ('_2' _) ana final _olnt (_ _). _heV4
tlme_ 1_g, _o go Trom (r2, vg) to (r_,_) is the ssme as the t_me to gofrom
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( r=, v:!) \
PAIRA_/,ET;_;'I s,_../
/TARGET _, _-..,._ J
( t_L
r_OUNI)RY OF TARGET'$
SBH,_R_ QF ACTION
jP A v_vlatiom by in the .appzx_chtr_ec_;o_y produ e_ & ehan_a by2 at
ti_e t2 alon_ the mcmln_l. An increment _'_2 ca_se8 _ chan_o in ti_'eof
,¢1a (_.:3))
_9 "
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_here are no ehangee,in t as a result of positional displacements from
g
_. _ t I _ecause any di_piacement i,_rc produces a chan_e 5t I _hich
!
in effec_ bring8 the spacecraft position at t I to it_ nominal 8taz_g
l_ointfor the be&inning of the target phase.
Within any given phase, for a change of the epoch from t to Fmothero
epoch t,_,the _f derivatives •with respect to new initial conditionS, Yo'
can be eaeil7 obtained by use of the chair_rules. For exemple in Fig_z_: 4 ,
if tf = tl - t_
faXol
(atf) ______.., /Syo]-V'v,v[°--r--rI" " v' l_c] _°]
The p derivatives are not related as simply and have to be evaluated at
each epoch.
The Crltic_l Plane an& _,he Prlnclpal Di_'ections for Midcourse Maneuvers
At a point (t, r_ v) along a rendezvous trajectory, an impulse
5v . (5_, 5_, 5z) will cause a change in the b vector at t.hetarget
. given by
For definition of _, see (4.Z).
*e
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• i _
3v ov
_b3)
k
asain, _,_-/ shoed be zero or very szzl: and may be _es_ecte¢. _e
cr_*._al plane has the vector no_nnalgiven by
' ( 51/°b2 _ . (4,16)
o
5v'n will cause no change in b The mag_itude of 5b8vn ----- .the component = in I
t
in (_.-.____is _iven by
_ b '
If _av/ I_1 "=14is dlagon_lized by an orthogonal_ransfonnation/xl t.o the form
A = U'MU = kz
o/\
where _i> _, then the columns of the _,atrixU are the elgenvectors or the
principal _irections. The firs_ eigenvector, eI is in the direction of
/k
maximum sensitivity; e2 is in the direction of min_num sensitivity, both
of which are in the critical plane. _3 is along n and is the _irection of
zero sensitivity for the m_ss components (b2, b3).
61
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'i
, I
i One of the program opt_.ons is to compute the6e _ensitivlty coefficients
_nd the prircipal &irections at specified points along the orbit. To dm
&one by fin&ing
\o,_./ \_'^o/V""±i
t_,_J"",,,o..<,,,,.:,.yo,>.,,.,.,.,o<,o=t_) - t._,,,
where / _x° \.
tN/" '
/-
/1 ]
i
i
"/" i
,/ |
1
/ !i ,
/ i
!
!
I
!
I
i
I
t
i
I
i
I
/ I
i
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_j.EED..X 5 Sh,._iol{ROUTINE
The search routine is ucca to ac, Leve a set of required final cor litions
_ means of _._ iteratlvc differential correction procedure. The sec_'ch may
be carried c,at by varying either the initial condition vector, xo, or the
velocity at Inflnity, Vco , on the geocentric escape h_,erbola_ The former
method may be used wi_h any initial orbit phas_ s th_ latter is resSricted to
Consider first the search on xo. To start the search, i% is necessary
t@ input the requir_d final "vec_or, br_ and a set of initial conditions which
:_el& te:cmlnal conditions, b:, reasonably close to br. The program theu finds
T,he linear con'ection
xQZ = x ° + 8Xo is used as the next trial value. This process is repeated
until Ib (Xo)- brl is less th_n some preassigned quantity. In Appendix _,@
. _ w_s defined as a 3 vector, x is a 6 vector. Hence, x is not determined
O O
unigaely by a specification cf b" alone. Also, the search may be done with
r
or without fixing the time of flight. In the latter case, only two inde-
penaent components of' x° need be varied. An option is provided whereby the
components of x° (2 or 3) may be designated for the search. If the com_onen_
are not specified, then the program varies all six initial conditions and
finds the correction which has the smallest total magnitude. This Is done in
f@l _ow ngway.LetQbethe (3x6) m trixQ U _u or_hog¢,nal
_rmu_, _,_ ion which defines new v_rlables
/
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FI
y - u' xo (5.z)
such _hat
^ = 'J'q'qu (5.3)
is a diagonal matrix. From equation (5.1)
6
Z Z
5b'Sb = 5Xo' Q'Q 8Xo = 5y'ASy = i=l kl '/i
where )_i'_Yi are the components of A and 5y. If we set the three components
of Yi with the smallest eigenvalues equ_l to zero and solve for the thr_e _
remaining components Y3 from
5y3= (qu)_1 _b , (5._)..I_'
the resultant magnitude of the change 5y3'5y3 will have the smallest
can then be obtained from (5.2) The process is equallypossible value. 5x°
valid if only two components are varied (free time of flight).
The elgenvalues in (5.3) depend o_,the scaling of the independent
variables. In the program (5.2) is a_ually given by
y = su'xo (5.5)
where S is a diagonal matrix of scaling factors. In the program we also allow
for a search in terms of the initial spherical ccordinates defined in Appendix 1.
Th_ matrix S is especially Lmportant in this case _ince I% allows for relative i,
weights between angles and &istsnces to be adjusted. In %he cartesian system !,
i'
u_ing megameters and ki!ometer_/seeond as the units, the identity ma+rlx seems !Ii"
to be a good S matrix, i'
i
i"
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.;,:.xe_he sca:'ch ,:nx is _'-,,_"'_,sa_Isfac__cry in tez=.s of achieving
i 0
re_li ..... _-_ _.,_o ._ason a se_rch on the
velocity at '_-_...... ' _ " _ •.... ___ - on tn_ g_ocentrlc escape h:,?erbe!a may be s,ubs_ituted
" unique x_,Since thi6 ve].oci%y vector does no'_ dete._mLne tze geocentric confq " _ "
\
'- ' o_Dita _. • " specified p_;ered_,,e c_Aer e:e,.-le_s _8,y be C_OSeZ sO as to _a_C_ a
filght _,ase. if vco i_ .........
fLuds tb _.correction vector _vco
k/.ob !-I "
" -: <"=>'.j/Woo t,.
and ite.-ate_ for (he co_rect value. 7_'; _ completing the search, the routine
th?n calculates the InJec$ion condltlc:m near the e_rth with ce;'tain spec_f'led
constraints. Since v is a 3 vector; the solution for Av in terms of b
co co r.
is unique if flight time is fixed. 0ther_rlse, there are 3 choices
for the combinations of the t%_ components of Voo to be varied. The partie alar
combination may b_ prese!ect_d or they can :.Iibe varied by the machine on the
basis of _ minimal magnitude criterion described earlier.
A fundamental block diagr_n of the search ro,_tlne is sho_u% in Figaro "_
A somewhat more elaborate search routine which does not require an initial
estimate, but only lsunch _nd flight time, is being contemplated. Tt has been
postponed anvil other more urgent aspects of the p_'o5ram are comple,_ed since
other existing analytic lunar and interplanetary progr_ns are available to
sugply the initial condition estimates neede& by TAPF.
Partial Derivatives for Search Routine
In the actual search on initial conditions, the indepe_dent variables
may be the cartesian (xO) or spherical (So) coordinates at injection. If
cartesian, the ,_atrix is given I_ A_endix _. If spherical, the matrix
8XoI
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if the c_.rch is on Voo_ the derivatives for _he two mist coraponentG
Q _) are give. bym 2
where v, is the velocity relative %o the earth at the pseudo infinity point.
This _.sthe point at which the spacecraft leaves the earth's sphere of action
for planetary trips. It i_ the inlti._l point on the moon phase conic for
lunar missions.
The time of flight derivatives are al_o given in Appendi_ 4 with one
exception. We need to find the time of flight change Ln the e_h phase due
to an independent varlaZion of 5v,. We first find the change 5_
at injection _eedea to produce the _ncrement 5vI, then the varia n _rI of the
position vector at the pse%_do infinity point due %0 5v° and divide _ vI to
flnd the change in flight time. \
\
E_uation (5.8) i_ the _ame as Equation 4,11_Appendix 4 except for a change
of notation.
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}X
J \
If the motion relative to the _arget is e].liptJc instcad of hypcr-
boiic, the cor,:ponents,(m!,m2) of the b vector are rcpi_ced by the target
centered right ascension and declination. The partial derivatives which
replace the ones for ,aI and m 2 are
<I
is the (3 x 6) variational matrix evaluated at that point and
, . ! _xf _; 0 .- .....
c
l
.
E..vpressions for these are'_Iven in Appendix i, page 27 .
Derivationo___ fI_ction Conditions from the yes Vector '_\
I ° ° ° \
After an acceptable yes recto,_ has been found in the sca_ic_ routine,
it is necessary to derive the inJcctlon conditions(position, and v_loclty
at end of final b_rnout)which correspond to Yes. (Actually, th _, _itial
Yes vector is specified by a maguitude and two angles. Th_ search\\
routine however v_ries the cartesian components. ) The whole object of
the computation is to find injection conditions which yield the correct
Yes vector while _t the same time have a prescribed launch azimuth, and _
launch latitude. This is _ccomplished by adjust::,entof the coast time'
in a circular parking orbit and the launch time. The computation pro- \
f •ce_ure is eGsentlally due to V. C. Clarke. Reference 6 I" The inputs
67
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.4
C3 _ twlc," the vis-viva prerg/
GS = right ascension of asy_._,cote
5S . decli;,atlon of the azymptote
C_, _, and 5S specif# the initial Voo vector. The remaln_.ng constants
wnlch specify the ¢ozstr_ints are:
A . launch azimuth
_L
_L _ launch latitude
_ launch longitude
F. _ injection path angle of velocity from local horizontal"
R _ geocentric distance at injection
to2 _ time from launch to first burnout
f02 _ true anomaly between la_mch and first burnout
t23 . time of second burn
f23 " angle swept out during secord burn..
RI _ Pseudo infinity distance = 380
n _ mean angular motion of satellite in circular (i00 naut. mile)
parking orbit
_e . rotatlonsl rate of the earth
_e . gravitational constant of the earth. ,-/
Figure _ illustrates the geometry o2 the parking and final orbit.
\
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!ESCAPE
HYPERBOLA
/
FIGURE 9o Geometry of the Parking an_ Escape Orbi_ .-
C " (
,/
i /
l
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]Equations to find final burno_% oondltions _t the earth f_m C3, _S' 5S
follow: -"
The cartesian components of the _s_o_ &irec_i©n S are
Sx = cos 5S cos _S "/
Sy = CO_ 5___sin _q_ _._;
, Sz - _ln _8
m.4
The unit normal to the orbit plane is W 1_here
Wz = cos _L'sin _ _ cos i
= _ - are sin --- z
, _ (-90°
i
4
Z
- C@S_ 41- W _w m z (5.io.
wx - ai=,__i-w zZ
70
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For h_erbolic cases s the _,_oe anomoly of the asymptote is f where
fa " "-e _ a = - co_ . (55).__i_.CO_;
. J
For eLii_tlc cases : ('-; 1_ _ _= ,-_-._,.,,,_ _---
/
P" r 2 ll/co_ f = -------= s_ f - ,1- c_ _ . (5._)
eR I a L , s-
Ne_ co_te the vectors /
i
.. P = cos f S +'si_ f B
(5._7)
Q .- sin f S- cos f B
The true anomaly at Ir_ec_ion is _ where
co._ -. _ , ,,in f . - 8",nr' (5."8)• eR e
Fi_.. , the _osition andvelocity. _t injection are:
e '
. _ co__" _ + _ sin f _ (5._.9)
_. -,J_ ,,_f_ + _ (e+coa1')_ (,._o)
: The right ascansion Of the leunch 'site is _iven by O_ where
wx 8_n _L s_ A_+ w cos A
• :r......._:z (:;._z)% LrOB " "- ';_ -
Z
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W _In_L BinA2 -W cosAL
Y 2 x , (._.z_)sin C% m - - -= ........AP
W -I
Z
,N
ami the unit vector to the launch site .is RL wlth component_
xL - _o.% co.eL
z
zL = sin eL
J
The ,'tr_ anomaly, of 1;hel_unch site in the orbit plane fL is ob%aine_ from>'" ' i
_L.q 1"/" 2
f_ . t_ "1 .f "C_.24)I
Define Af by _' i!
/
1 , |
t_f = 2. - fL+ f • ._
The coast time is given by
I._l " (foz+ " '(5.25)'to _ n
L
The time from launch tO injection is %b where , ,
. toz• tz3+t . (_.z6)I
|
e
i
i
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k
The longitude at injection is
- % "%'% 27)C
where (zi is the right ascension of inJeeticn which can be obtained frown
|
(5.17). The time of injection measured from the midnight of the launch date is
-ki-@
ti _ ± go (5.28)CD
e
where @ is the sidereal time of Greenwich at zero hours on the launch day.
go
The launch time _ then simply
_L = ti'_
The final output is tL and tc.
As a word of caution, we note that the solution to _ to exist,
s
z . z has to be less than one. One may easily show that
i - W2 I - S2Z Z
i - S2 - W2 > 0 c_ that cos2 5S > cos2 i where i is the inclinationZ Z w
of the conic plane. This becomes imaginary if 8 > i. The upper limit existsS
since specifying the launch azimuth and launch site completely determines the
orbit plane inclination from
cosi = cos_LsinAL .
I/
./
Any _S < i can be achieved, while _S > i is forbidden. If the final
6S is greater than i_ the program vill halt and print "search routine fails."
,,' _ _li
C
7S
e
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^=_-v r CHANGING PHASE AND EPOCH
In this sectlou, ve will con_Ider the calculatlorx needed in changing
from one conic phase to another_ I_ thc least squares computations, the
:_aturalparameters to be estimated are the cartesiBn coordinates of/the
_pacecraft at the beginning of each phase because the re,at dmrlva_Iv q
for the data within the phase are computed with respect to these cooralnate_.
This is not a restriction, of course, since the final normal matrix can be
trau6forme& from one time point to snother by me_s of the variational matrix
between the two points.
An essentially Identical problem is that of shifting the epoch (which
may or may not involve a phase change at the s_e ti_e ). It is k_o'.nthat '
the variational matrix which occurs as a factor _n the radar derivatives
becomes increasingly difficult to invert a_ the separation between the dat_
and the initial epoch becomes larger and larger. This matrix has determinant
_:ity and_some elements which grow approximately linearly with t_me [see Refer-
ence 7]. One of the ways to avoid the numerical problems e_countered is to
advance the epoch so that the ti_.esof observations rel_#_iveto the initial
_poch are less than some preassigned number. Advanelng the epoch involves
essentially the same procedure as changing pha_e and the latter will be
deal% with first leaving any difference_ to the end.
The simulation of an actual midcoursa maneuver is similar to shifting
the epoch except for the computation and addition of the maneuver errors.
Orbit Com.putationsin Cha_ngin_ Phase
In approximating the orbit by a sequence of conics, it is implied
that there are boundaries at which the center of force should be change_
from one body to another. 2hese boundaries are rather nebu3_ous_t best.
In the present case, we _._.ll_efine thrumby the use of the _phere of action
c_ncept.
] 96600] 372-080
The sphere of ac_ion about an attracting center of mass, PI' in the
pre_ence of a _ mass, _2' was defined by Yegorov [Reference 8 I"
Referring to Figure 6 , let t_e two m_s_es be e-_par_tedby _ unit 4.£stance
and let p be the radius of the 6phere of action about _l; then p is obtained
/ \ ..
/ cl,'.. .......
1
*
/ FIGURE 6,. _,_re of Action
I
z'_ the equation
If the particle distance to _i i8 less than p, it is in .Sheaction sphere
of Ml and its or'oltwiAl be represented by a "i" conic.' Conversely, if it
is .l_rther aw_y than p, It0 orbit will be approximate& by a _2" conic..
gl \
llote that in the lef_ _ide of (6.1), 7 is t.hemagnitude o_'_e "central"'
#2 is th_l_rturbingforce _ue to _1 on a particle _t "A" and
o:)_ . ".",'\
.'
. \
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!
force at A due to Z if _l is the primary ...t._;r.The right slde o_
Equation (6.1) ha' _ similar interpretation. S,_l,ingfor _ from (6.1)
with the _ssumpt_o_',that 04< i, we find
. o - LT/ .uz (6.a)
As stated earlier, the boundary at which to change frcm one center to
another is not espccially critical. "The orbits themselves are somewhat
sensitive to the exact values cf p but the derivatives are in general
.much less so_ In cny event, (6.2) servc_ as a definitive criterion for
the sake of conslstcncy, The table below lists the values of p being used
with the various masses,
- ii' -.............
" moon earth 81.335 .150
earth sun 33Z951.3 .00538
Venus sun" 408645 .00496
Z_rs sun 3088000 .OOSZ1
• •
Havln_ deflne_ the shift bound_i-les,we next give a rather brief
description of the process for finding the shif_ times. It is ass_me_ that
the elemen$s of the conics under consideration are known° There are essen-
tially two types of orbits to consider.
First if the vehicle is departing from the smaller m_ss into the realm
of the larger mass on an escape hyperbola, the eccentric anomaly El; at
the distance p from _i is
\\
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wh._re, a are the usual ser.,i--axisand * _ _
_ _ eccentricity. 'lhe tlme of crossing
i_, tn_. sphere can no"_ be found with the aid of Kepler's Equation.
 :3/2r l
JEl _ E - e _sinh E, - _Ir_ E ) i "
t't° - ¢i [ o ± o j
t and E are ass'_ed kno_,_.
/ O O
In the suconl case, zhe Larzicle Is on a conic about the larger mass
which is a _ransfer arc betveen t'_o mmailer masszs. Ne seek zhe %ime a._which
the _spacecra_ _ pierces the target cphere. To be specific consider a helio-
centric transfer conic from earth to -V_s. As a xirst approximation the
eccentric anomaly _t the iv_rs end is given by
E. = cos-i ' ___m){1- _I
where a is the semi-major axis of the _/_rs orbit (due to considerstlon_
being taken for quadrants and the n;imber of crossings of the Y_rs o1:oit by
_he spacecraft orbit). The time lapse from the earth end of the heliocentric
arc is again found by means of Kepler's Equation. (if am is larger than (
aphelion of the vehicle, then E1 is set to 180 °. A similar test is made
if the target body is au inner planet. ) T'r_isis not the time to begin the
planet phase, however. To find the actual shilu time, a sequence of E
vale,as about F1 are tried and the d_'stance to ,_._r:- calcu!a_ed at each point.
An interpolation (Sth order) is t_en used to <-_._.;_ _ ir, s_am,t at which the
spacecraft pierces the target's sphere, if th_ orl _c _izses by such a
large amount that it does not hit the sphere; the in_ezpclation stops at
tDe point of closest approach to Mars. From here, _he search routine may be
used to home in if one chooses.
Having found the shift times, it is a straight forward matter to compute
tb _ orbit aml variational matrices from the given initial, conditions.
(
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The least square,'--computations in each phase consist essentially of
three parts. These are
a) Processing of t_'e radar derivatives to obtain th_ elements of the
-. no:_al matrix (A'A),
b) Computing the accuracy criterion (Ab).
" c) Fin_h_g .................. _,_.- (._ _e _ orbit oa,;_v,eters in the
next phase resulting from &_ta in the current phase, r is needed
o.
to find the combiued estimate due to all the data after changing
to the new phase.
Forming the elements of A'A is a rather _traightforward summation
process on the radar partia), derivatives. There a';e no alterations in this
i
part from one phase to another.
The second and third part will be a'scussed by considering some
particular examples. In general Ab is given approximately by (6.17) _nd
I"by (6.18). These two expressions contain terms which arise out of the
presence of certain physical constants who_e values ar(_ not to be estimated
f_xn the data but whe_e errors introduce additional terms into the covazi-
. _uce matrix of quantities which are.being estimated. If one were to neglect
the effects of th_se constants, Ab and P are given slmp3_y by (6.5) and
(6.6) re spactlvely.
The constants which introduce th6 added complexity may be classed as
dynamical and non-dynamical. The former ones affect the obse','vatlons b.p tbc_ °
e_fects on the actual orbit itself. (l._rexample, gravitational constants).
The latter ones affect only the observations and degrade the predictions of
.orbital variables indirectly by their influence on the Jnitlal conditions.
The non-dynamical constants usually carry over from phase to phase while
_ynamlcal. onea do not. For instance, _ gravitational Constant is dropped in
,_ .__ phases ey,'_p_ the one in which it predominates.,
78
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JWe b_n by defining %he sy_;bols
t - ini_iai epoch of _he ith phase (epoch); i = O, l, 2 .....l
X,_ - initial .,.s,u_,t__ _ of parameters to be estimated at t i
(rl,v i) - initial posit_cn mud velocity vector at t:.
F_ - a priori covariance matrix of x i. We assume that PO is 51yen.
Pi " physical constants which are not being improved at _i'
A - _ _O_i _nva-e_An(,e m_tr!x of D .
°'Pi ............ " i
R i - data between t i and ti+ l,
N i - product of the diagonal matrix of variances for ith data
times _he wei_htin 6 matrix for the ith data
: A i - cov_ris_ce matrix of the combined estimate of the true
) " att
values xit i"
Abi _ covariance mstrlx of impact vector, b = b (xl, pi )
_e,_, - mass of _he earth _nd sun respectively. /i
, _ _ standard deviaticns of _e' _s respectively.
_e _s
c - non-dynamical physical constants.o
For the particular walues i = 0_ l, 2 we define
=  xll
: I_Rol I_Ri/
./
Ai and Pi have include& in them the factor _i where_ Is the
weighting matrix for the ith data, i. e._iA i is replaced by Ai
/ .
//)
7£
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_2o "_ -K° A ' _' .V_ °o O _ "K1 AI' P!
-i -I
o [_o _ <AoAo_ _1) Ki . (A_'Al  rl)
= A ' N A _ F'I J1 N1 A1 "_F1Jo o o o o = A1 '
i
3x2
/
We will use a shift from an earth to a sun centered conic as an
illustration of zhanging phase, The different cases indicate the simpli-
fications whleh result fr_ (6.17) and (6,18) depending on the elements
of the vectors x i and Pi" Hence the cases are classified according to
the elements in the two vectors.
Case....1 Xo = (to' Vo) Po =_ 0 (p _ 0 means p is emy,t_
xI = (r_j vi) Pl = 0 / "
At,_.%; co_t_ jo_ _ _ gi_n_bo__o_ Ao__ofi_ b_
/
_'o _ Ko_oKo (6.3)
_o" _o^ o_o' (6.5)
[k_ ,,
80 \
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Updating to tI requiree xI - xI (Xo) and
rl " % ^o%' " (6.6)
A,ttl, find L1 from
t
T. . _ .T.K. (6.7)
-1 "'l-l i
•AI = Ll (6.8)
1
_z " x_AI xz' (.6.9) .
_ i (to' _e) _o 0Case Z x o vo, =
xz = (rz"vz) _Z = o
This is formally identical to Case (1). A has an added column,
0
I
; L° is 7 X 7 instead of1.,_"X6.
,T'r • , t
" In equation (6.6), So becomes a 6 x 7 matrix instead of 6 x 6;
th_ Za6tcolumni. _! :
/
./
/
,/
81
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:I
_T
I
c_se3. x " (ro'" ) Po " "L 0 . 2
xI - (r._,";._,s) Pl = C,
A_aLu this is formally the same as Case 1, A-'Axis now 7 x 7, r 1 is _7x 7
instea_o:t"6 x 6, an& w.ehave "
/(q)! o1
,,,,.t--.°i}"'-_'2" (6.lo2: 7 0 %s
The off diagonal elements of (6.10) would not be zero if x I is the initial
point in the sun phase because the estronomical unit uncertainties _¢ould
In.troduce errors into x1. However if xI was the last point in the earth
' .phase, then the off diagonals would be zero. For the sake of simplicity the
w
second choice is to be preferred and will be assumed for the remaindmr of
the discussion.
LI, A I an_ A_I are formally the sa_e as in Case is .,
\
\
c_#e,,_,Xo " (-"o,_o, %) Po - o \
_. " (r1'"I'. %) Pl :, o \_
•This is a combination of Case Z an_ 3. Hence, no real &!fferenc
involve&.
Case_5 xo (to'Vo'%) Po t 0
CO ) '\xl = (rX'¢1' "
\
m_
, f I I,82 'I
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Thi_ c&se 16 a_in the same _,0 Case i with the additiou of a non-dynamical
co_stan% in each phase, c_o i_ mo&ified to
oo -( j - ;-fi7
Cstse 6
Xo " (_'o' vo) % " _e -
°
x£ = (_I'vt) z_I ,, o
!
L° _ _h_.=,__ (6._)_Ao_-,_% =_
, . A.'Po Po'AoKo (6.Z_}
,
%o- xoLoxo' %+ Xo_o}_ (_o+_oVo)' (6.z2)
In _hi_ simple cas_, Po. and. Apo are Just
_ - _ •0 /"'"
U_a_Ing to tl,
' '" $ ' | o
'"' '' ,,.. r_ . %Lo% + (_ vo)A_o(_ %vo)' • (s._)
I.
t
8B
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]
,I
!I
At tl,
\
Case 7 \
\
Xo " (_o' Vo) Po = '% \ \
, \
Xl = (rl' vl) Pl = MS _
\
This is essentially the same as Case 6, L o, Ao, Abo, I"I are the same as(6._),(6,zz);(6.zz),.(6 z3).At'_z;_zi5_Ivenby(6.z_),^__ _\/
are given/by(6.11) an& (6.12) res_ectlvelM with subscript 'T' in pl_ce
Of "0" • . \
_so at tI,
2
Apl = _}zs
Case 8."
. el
Xo " (_o' _o) ;o = (",' %)
.. xz " (5.' v:,.) Pz " ("s' %)
)
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\,
\
At to ' Lo , ho, _ are given by (6.3), (6.11), and (6.12) res tively;
rI _s the _me _s (6.13)_Ith
\
,'\
.\
!a o\
_c o
.,
At %1' Llie the same as (6.14); ^1 and hbl are
I
,, (6._7)
wh_re :1 Is
_" _ r_z (% _o _o)
If the .epochis change_ in _he sun _h_se fr_ tI ¢o tZ, then Fz is
foun_ from
!
(6._)
8_
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If t2 is the time of an actual mldcour_e maneuver in ,_hichthe
covarla,_cematrix of maneuver errors is A (See Appendix 7), then the
e
movarlance matr_.xof the vector, x2, after the m_euver Is given by
r2awhere
r2a " P2 +'Ae"
In general if x and p_ are initial estimates in the nth phase,
AA _A
expressions for Abn and rn+1 will contain correlation ter_s, Cn = 5xn 5Pn .
F6rmulas for _n ,andrn+1 become quite involved after chan_ing epochs ak
few times. They may be simplified considerably if one Js _i'_Ing to neglect
k
ce_taln of the correlation terms. If in the nth phase one ass_s that
\
) Cn = O, then (6.1Z) and (6.13) are valid (with the appropriate s_scrlpts
of course). If Cn _ 0 but Cn.I = O; then (6.17) and (6.18) ho!d_ No
plans exist at the present for inclu_in6 more than the (n-l)st term\ This
is perhaps Justifiable by asserting that the effe_s due to the constants
ought to be quite small in the first place. Otherwise one shoul_ be able to
improve their values from the data. If the constants are elements of the
vector to be improved, then they do not present these problems.
Inversion of Matrices
_ , , __ , ,L,, L
In much of the foregoing, the final results are obtained after inverting
a symmetric matrix. The method which is presen%l_ruse& for these inversions
is a recurslve formula s_ested by Lsss an_ So_Lowaor, [Reference9 J
Given the matrix M
X t a
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t\
• " 'k\
\
\
) '\'y b
•_Lere
- A"_"x (6.19)
For _ matrix of order n with elements %j, start by settlng _ - _ii'
_z. _z' xz" °52' _ "%2" substlt_tlr._ into (6._9) t_u_h (6.2z)
yields the _ x 2 inverse which i_ then put back into the e_l_ori_hm to fincl
the 3 x 3 inverse etc.s until the n x n inverse is obtaine@.
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APPF,NDIX 7 MANEUVER ERROR COVARIANCE MATRL-_
_' In the simulation of a hypothetical or eu actual maneuver s th.
covariance matrix of maneuver errors (lle) is addea on _,',__..,0tracking
covariance matrix at the maneuver point. This appendix outlines it.brief
the_computatione.1aspects of finding A (It is not intended to show the
° [fi._8_results For further det_-ils seeformulations leading to the _ "
Reference .
J
Let
•-" t be the maneuver time;
///
/ b the impact vector,
./
Ab the covariance matrix of b due to tracking prior to tt
v ,'the spacecraft velocity vector at time t_ k
') a 3 x 3 matrix of partial derivatives evaluated at _.
I
The correction vector_ 5V_ is obtaine& from
- 5V - QSb
t_ - .
The covariance matrix of v is
---. _ Q,
^v = vv'. a o-b
and the ensemble average of the square magnitude is
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The erN,r In the execution r.fthe -a_m_,_ results frc_ 4 indep_.de_t
source_. The _ou_-ce__re
(1) shut off er_crs (sub_crlpt s)
(_) resolubion errors (s'dbscriptr)
(3) poluting errors (subscript p)
(h_ e.uto_±loterrors (subscript _).
. It was sho_m in Reference [I0]that the covariance matrix of m_nm_-er
error_ (Ae) arising from the above so_rze6 is given by
,!/,-'
_,./ _"_"_'" - (% ._ )^ +(% _ )r+ ,,+e ;I ,_,_,, ..... 7 e p V g a
Where _'
2 _ 2 2"
% ' _r ' _p ' _a are variances of scaler random variables
associated with each of the 4 types of errors above, _hieh for our
purposes are assumed to be gi_'en. (They are required inputs for ar_y
mi_course simulation). The exact definition,s of these quantities are
i
_-•- ,. __veu in tleferenee [ !l] ;,
I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. The only remaining quantity which has
• not been,deflned i_ r. P _the matrix [7 _hose elements,are
_ "g- ---X'-
v v v
V V V
v ",/,
'" 2 (
_'°" V
iJ " "., _m
"" "i v
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The w_._._-_n_v..__ _ transformation vhlch diagonalizes A will re&uce each
, V
element of P to linear combinations of integrals each of which h_s the
fmrm
CO
z - _%% a a +Ca e_ --_ + a a I
The value of this integral depends on the relative m._w,itudes of %, _I' _"
In general the results are expressible in terms of elliptic integrals of the
first and second kind_ see Reference lg _ A subroutine for the evaluation of I,
usinb an elliptic integral subroutine, nsa been compiled at ST/,in com_unctlon.. C
with TAPP.
i
./
\
r
'" ._\
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3A2PEI',_.7_[8 CO_.?FG2ATiONOF WEIGHTS
The r_le_ for computing the final least squares weights will be
describe& in this appendix. These rules _ere specifie& by T. W. H_miltoa
"i
L_eference _3 ] for us_ wit_. thF_ Deep Spaee Inst_entatlo_ Fac_it_, bu_
. are easily adaptable to other applications.
The welghting matrix, W, appears in the normal matrix, A'WA. For
brevity, it has been conveniently absorbed into the A matrix in most of
_ h_W •
_,,_,vr!t!ng (i.e._ we r_oplaceA wit A) For our purposes, we need
to find bo%h W _ud its product wi%h M, the diagonal matrix of no1_e
variances. W itself Is a function of M. Hence we indicate the procedure
in the program for computing the elements of M and the formula for finding
!
the final weights from it.
The elements of M are sums of variances from independent noise sources.
These sources are tabulated in Table _ for the &Ifferent types of data from
a typical earth ba_ed tracker. If the noise from a particular source is
correlated with a correlation time greater than the samplin6 interv i, then
the corresponding variance is degraded by the scale factor _/s where _ is
the correlation time and s the sampling interval.* For a given data
type, the total variance is given by the sum.
2 2 2 '
= z + z  jlsi J
where _he sum on i is over all sources such"that _i _ s and the sum on,J
is over sources with _j _ s.
L ,m ii i_,
* See Reference[ 14]for details of replacing correlate& noise with
"equivalent-or-worse':uncorrelated noise.
91
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4The final o's may or may not be constants. For example in the
measurement of the two angles in a polar coordinate system such as
azimuth aud elevation or hour angle _ declination, we have
_ " _ose -. (a.2)
X,
,_
where '_
is the azimuthal or longitudi_al an_e \\\
'e i_ the pol_r or. cone angle • .
is the standard deviation of an angular measurement
• @ - 0 (azimuthal or equatorial plane). _ is calculated
from (8._)
•Since _" as e-_'90", measurementsof _ are vei_.hted much less in the"
re_ion where _ becomes ill-defined. ",.
\
As a secoz_tezample, if the groinedbased oscillator frequency drifts
at a rate f in the meaL_urementof two way doppler, then the _rlft causes
_n error in the measured doppler Over the light trP_usit time interval of
8f
whe_w C is the velocity of light and R is the slant range. The corre-
sponding range rate error is
. " R~
In this case, the standard deviation increases with the range.
," 92
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)The variance for_ula_ for a spacecra_ baset tracker are listet
below for each individual '.ype of observation.
z) Clock__r,Ze (A)an_Con__:e (B)
.Z_A [Z2(KA_ro 2]i:::2
- _. + + c) - (8.3)
cos B
_B = + VrO + _'_B"I • •
where
2
_j _ variance &ue to electrical Jitter
//
, /
-_ro " variance d_e tO readout
/
KA,K_ - _us_,able constants
C - planetary angular diemeter from the spacecra_.
2 [2 ,_= - ,;j+ :.- : ..cosz;:5 _.. (8._)
• ",\
. 2 ] """2 [_j+ (_c)2 '_' <8._)% L. • ::'\
x\
93 '"_\
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fI
r_
S) Planet.a.ryA_._ar Diameter _)
2 2
- (Kcc) (8.7)
The least s_ue,res weight to be used in the normal matrix is
where _K is typically obtained from (8.1) through (8.7) 1"or_he vs_ious
2
types of data _K an_ fK are adjustable imput constants for the
in&Ivi&ual data types.
_n a_ii_io_ to _T_ the matrix WM is _ee_e_ tO fin_ the _ei@ht_
least squares covariance matrixs from (8,8) the elements of _ are
/ .e
t"
2
,_ + _k,_ ...
94
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Table 4. Typical Noise _odel for Terrestrial Tracker
....... tl O' 'T'
Data
T_pe i Noise Source (_plc_l Valuem) (_j_Icai '_.l_es)
!
az_alar ireadout error .003° lO seconds
measurement iar_enn_ deflections .OO_ 5 hours
(each type) Jlttez_ .O1° lO seco_Is
doppler oscillator drift R T
shi_t round off v
" system error 8_' lO seconds
f
range clock error KC R 1 hour
• 6y_temerror 5 meters 5 hours
I
round off , I0 meters I0 seconds, ji i . , |i __ a . . | ,
R 'Is the _lant range
T is th_ counting interval = .O1 kilosecond unless otherwise specified
(_ is the percentage drift rate = 81 x lO"lO per kiloseconds
C is the velocity of light = 2.9979_ x lO_km/sec
f is the oscilator frequency = 9 x lO12 cycles per kiloseeond
KC is a constaut = lO"lO
5_ is velocity _ 1.0 x 10"4k m/see umless s_eclfled otherwise.
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!: _ OUTPUT FORMATS
This app%ndix describe_, the formats for the vericus output print routines.
These ere :
(I) The input print
(If) Change of phase print
(III) Rise-set print
(IV) Coarse accuracy print
(_) Fine accuracy print
(Vl) Tr'ajectory print (the format for the trajectory print is
given in appendix lO since it contains a considerable number
of independently defined quantities).
./
In its present form TAPP ham five output options, selected by input flags,
and consisting of different combinations of the printout lists X to _q*. The"
•options and their contents are:
a) Trajectory only. /
/
List I; Items i, 2, 3, 4, i0 /
.. List VI ..
(The contents of the r,umbered items are glven in the llst)
) Rise-set,.only •
List I, items i, 2, 3, _, 6, iO
List III
c) Rise-set plus tra;_ectory
List I; items i,. 2, 3, _, 5, 6, i0
List III, VI
_ ml i i
* A special midcourse analysis output due to C. Pfeiffer of JPL has been
requested and will be incorporated as a sixth printout option _
! '
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Id) eo.,,.rse_ccur_cy
'. (no mldcourse maneuver3 i)ermltted)
List. I - all applicable items
Lists II, III, and IV
List. VI at option
./
) Fine accuracy
(mldcourse permitted)
t
List.'._ - .all._plieable items
Lists II, III, and V
Listz VI at option
An inspection of list (I) will help in understanding the input requirements.
We nov give the format and contents of the lists I through VI along with
/
explanatory notes for each. Typical quantities will be iusez'ted in 1_lar_
spaces vhere/pertinent. ' ""
'\
\
\
,\
\,
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i!- '
[ •
'_I':""I. " INPUT PRINT FORMAT
"_ iall _ords.ln capital !etter_ are printed on the output),
Items
(i) GD 99 l I O0 O0 00.00 JD 2436569.5
PHASE SEQUENCE earth dun M_rs
,
(2) INITIAL CONDITIO_TS earth CENT_RED equatorial PLANE
x i r" V
y _ _ P.
(2a)v-i,,NF!NI_ . NPUT
CB _ to2 t@
o % %2 ' k
s AL t23
0
P z23
R
'(3) IARGETCgNDIT!ON_
t
, tr (d.y.)
.m 2
SEARCH CONDITIONSL
SEARCH ON . initial com_Itlons
co_omm_ V
P
SCALEYAC_ORS i 4
i0 3
9 2 .-
/
I / 98 ,' i
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; ; .°
• .°
• (4) ' PRINT INTERVALS
C
STRT STOP SPACILG
0 .9 60
.5 I00 144oo
I00 llO 180
(_) U3AC,KINGSTA_ONS
STN CODE LONG LAT ALT LIM-I L_M,-I MOD-I
G1doer 3 -!20 34 .SE-h i 2 3
(6) _ACKINGSCHEDULE
STN INTL TYPE D-STRT _,_AIT-1 D-STOP WAIT-2 DLTA-D SPACNG
3 1 0 _ 1
3 120 120 1200
_, z2o z2o 3.206,
z 7 1oo 3.
6 36oo 4oo0 72OO
• 0
(&/)SPACF_P_oBsm',_ZONS
TYPE. D-STRT D-STOP SPCNG PLNT STAR
A 40 i00 5 VENUS CANOPieS
B _0 i00 5 VENUS CANOPUS
C OPTION 2
D 20 40 2 . VENUS
E 20 "_0 2 VENUS
R LESSTHAN.4.0
#
sPC_ 5 zo z.5 2_ 30 40 50
.j/
/
99 /
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I
(7) ADJUSTABLE PAR_/_ETERS _IXED PARAMETERS
DATA BIAS
STN TYr_ D-S%mT D-S_
3 3 o 1
(8) ,APR_oR!KNq_E_E.
UNCORRELATED VARIANCE UNCcPRELATED VARIANCE
H.c .i E-9 I-'s .i E-8
o ,1 E-11
CORREL_r_u
GROL? i x y z (for example)
7 (x,y, z)O
3RO'_ 2 _ _ _ (for example)
/I
./.
(9) u____/_SQUARESW_IGnS _z
/
option.
STN ,TY_,.E F OMGA SGMA //
/
3 3 l o .9 /
/
_, 1 o ,9 ,"
6 o z.o l.o
SPACECRAFT OBSERVATION WEIGHTS
: A i 0 .09
D l o .09
z z o .o_
t
lO0
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(lo) "'-" _.. _','-)OPTIONSCO,:I,_O,,S"_'
(..2._ :XT_C_T _ only)
• 4*,%STEP SIZE C_,_OL e. Z_.
¢_ AZ2
OUT'PUT0FT20N E SLICES 2
FRI;_ INITIAL u01_-D-_iOEC0VA_IA2;CE - no
BODY. a e i g ._ M
O
J.D. x y z _ _ ;
(ll) M_NK_UIERPRINT
HYPO._TICAL D-STRT D-STP SPCNG
20 " i00 iO
. ,
AC_JAL 69D IZK 20M 14._JS _ROM EPOC_
[
S-S
S-R
S-P
S-A
CO_PONNNTS 2
/"
i01 /
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.; E×planatory Notes to Input Pr:'nt Forr_t
All units used in the initial pzln_out :_il be in megameters for
length_ kilometers/second for velocity, kiloseeonds for time and
degrees for __ngies un/.ess ozher_ise noted.
(i) GD _ Gregorian Date of epoch - year month day hour minutes seconda CR4T
JD - Julian D%te of epoch _ days
PF_SE S_.QU_Nu_.- sequence of centers for trajectory
(2) Initial Condltlon q - position and'veiozity at epoch %_.th respect to
the _iven primary center and reference plane. Both Cartesiar_ and polar
coordinazes are printed.
(Za) Item_ in (2&) rill be printed only if the initial conditions are given
in _en_s of velocity at xnf_._ity on a geocentric escape hyperbola.
C 3 - (hyperbolic excess velocity) 2 . twice vls-vi_ energy
8 - declination of asymptote
s
- right ascension of asymptOte8 _j
AL - launch azimuth _
5L ,- launch declination .-
.-J"
XL - launch longitude
See appendix (9) for the remafnlng quantities.
• (3) Ta__et Conditions and Search Conditions
Items in (3) will be printed only if the option to search has been
elected.
ml, m 2 - miss components
tf - total flight time
SEAECH ON - may be initial conditions or wloclty vector at infinity
(the latter on geocentric escape only)
COMPONENTS
The components to be varied will be printed if they are speclfled.
Otherwise the machine flnds the search param.eters with the
102
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_ q ,_.lt
s,.na_les_ _gnit_e of change. _ne n'_r_e_ of co,..-ponents pecified
mu_t _sree _J.th the n_ter of t_rge_ cor_Itlons prescrlbe_ (2 or S),
If there are two, "_;hcy_y be
2 cor.2onents out of 3 of VGO
2 co.._-9onen0s_t of 6 of initial conditions (polar or Carteslan).
If there are t._:ee target conditions, all 3 elem.ents of _ must
be _ried, but one can still choose any 3 elements of the 6 initial
conditions,
SCAL_ F_CTORS
If the _chine finds the para_neters to change, it viil select
(2 or 3) quantities such that the magnitude of the correction
vector is the s_z-_llest. The scale factors (dimensionless) _re
to allo_" for changing the relative weights on the independent
variables (see appendix _).
('4) Print Intervals
"_ _ - cases. A sequenceItems in (4) are for use _-Ith ra_ec_ory print only"
_ of start, stop time (days) and spacing (minutes) are given..
(_) .Tracking Stations.
S_ - name of station
CODE - 2 digit identification number for station
LONG s LAT, ALT- longitude, latlt-ade, altitude.
LLM-I - 1 digit code to select from l0 station limitation models l
stored in program. Each table specifies a minimum elevation
a_gle and a maximum range for the tracker.
L_.-I - 1 diglt code which selects station location lu_certainty
model __ x 3 diagonal matrix) from a total of lO
MOD-I - I digit code which selects station radar noise model from
a total ef _ _tored in the program.
4. //
//
/
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Se,,_(,aae
, \S_; - S%ation code, _ee (5)
X,_,u - Time interval g_Ivez by D-STP,T azd D-_.
_YPE - Type of radar obser_tlon identified a_ _oll_ws:
• \
N_mb er _ e \
1 hour angle
Z declination
3 elevation
azimuth ,.
9 two way dopple1-
'. 9 slant range
D-STRT - first day of the interval given by ntumber under I_ •
(1 in thls case) measured in days from initial epoch.
WAIT-1 - wait time between r: se and beginning of data on each
tracking .day. "(mlnutes)
D-STOP - last day of _nterval in days from initial epoch.
WAIT-2 - .time in mlnutes before set on each tracking day to cease
tracking °
DLTA-D - number of days between tracking days.
SPACNG - time between data point_. (seconds) :"
_) Items (6a) are printed if there are to be spacecraft Observations.
TXPE - types of obseryation are identified by the letters
Letter
A clock an_/.e
B cone angle
C plazetary diameter
D occultation declination
E occultatic,n rl@ht ascension
i I '
i 96600i 372-i i 0
D-STST - days from initial epoch to take first observation.
D-STOP - days fro_.initial epoch to teke last observati_.
SPCNG - days betwee_ each observatic_
PLNT - reference _pl_nct fcr spacecraft observations. (See Appendix 3)
STAR - reference star for spacecraft observations. Canopus or input.
TYPE C WILL START WNEN - In planetary diameter measurements the start
time may be specified as time when distance of spacecraft to
planet is less _han some value R. (in megameters)
SPCNG - times of C observations after the first observation (hours).
(7) Adjustable parameters are zhe elements of _he vector to be improved, if
the elements include d_ta blase_, the observations containing the bias are
specified by:
STN - Station code n_uber.
TYPE - Typedata - Eee note 6 for correspondence.
D-STRT - Start day of observation - days from epoch.
D-STP" - Stop day of observ_tlon - days from epoch
(8) A priori knowledge .
The adjustable and fixed larameters are divided into grou_s such that
., the groups are uncorrelated vlth each other. _e varlances\and covarlances
• _ \
' &re given with the following uni'ts: \
\
x y z - megameters \
"__ _ - kilometers/second ,_.
mass constant - percentage error
\
velocity of light - percentage error
station coordinates- degrees for angles, megameters for altitude.
k
(9) Least Squares Weights
f and c_ are defined in Appendix 8.
SGMA - The final standard deviation obtained from the noise model
Similar definitions hold for the quantities under spacecraft observations.
105 .
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;_ (i0) Controls and Options
_. TYPE I_"I_RCE£T - i digit nLLmber giving n_he_' of crossings of target
orbit at estimated time of intercept.
ST_F SIZE - eccentric anomaly incrementm taken in e_ch phase in
computing orbi_
0UTP'n OPTION - _ybe any one of optlo_s (a) to (e)j if (_) _s
selected,• it is necessary to specify SLI'CES: a number which subdivides
a tracking day into intervals for print purposes (see note V(1) below). '
PRINT INITIAL CONDI210N COVARIANCE - The covariance matrix of adjustable
parameters will not be printed unless requested by option.
INPUT IS V-INFINITY - _he driver and the constraints going with it must:'
be.specified. (See Appendix _.)
I_?UT EL_Z_I_S - the osculating elements (classlcal or position s_i vel-
oclty'at)a .glve.ntime, JD) may be _ead into the program replacing the
consents which are t_bulated in Appendix 2.
(ii) Maneuver Print
Items in (ii) will be. printed if there are hypothetical or actual
maneuvers (only one _.ctusl maneuver permitted).
HYPOTHETICAL .D-S_RT D-STP SPCNG ._--spec!fles the start time, stop
• time and spacing of _he hypothetical maneuvers. (units are days for all
three ).
ACTUAL - time in days, hours, minutes, and seconds from epoch for "
/
epoch for actual maneuver.
/
S-S, S-R, S-P, S-A - standard deviations _ssociated with shut off I
/"
resolution, pointing, and autopil_t.._rro_ c,_ns_ts _spective&y.
COMPONENTS - correct 2 or S components.
°, .
lo6
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If. CHANGE OF PHASE FORMAT
(_') Abo ^'bn
, t ,"
(_)Axo
.,
• . °
Explanatory Noteg to Ch _.ngeof P_se Format
(i) GD -.Gregorian date- year month da_, hour mln sec GMT
JD - Julian date-days
(2) _mm_ _T _ c_m
Cartesian coordinates at epoch
i
Classical elements at epoch
(3) SPCT WRT OLD-." Slice craft Cartesian coord/nates vlth respect'
to old center.
OLD WRT NEW - old c_nter Cartesian coordinates vlth respect
to new center.
= •
/
/
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(4) Abo, Abn _ covarlance matrix of target _ayameters before an_
after changing pha_e.
o
(_) Axo' Axn " covariance matrix of Caytesis_ cour_inates _efo.re
and &fret changing phase.
• °
• /
/-
j/
/"
/i •/
• •
r// • i
/
/
J
°
o ,
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III. RISE-SET FORMAT
YEAR
STN RISE T-TO SET T-TO _MAX
' 3 12 14 13 AI 15.6 43.2108 iZ 15 Ol 41 19.6 43.7108 5_.8S
Notes :
Rise-set times for all stations are tabulated in chronological order
using the format above. The day.interval is give_nby DLTA-D unless
other,_se specified.
RISE - 'rise time in month day hours minutes secovds.
T-TO - time from epoch in days.
EMAX - maximum elevation angle during pass.
IV. COARSE ACCURACY FORMAT
(l) GD T-_
STN 3 TYPE .3,.h RISE or SET
,i
EARTH WRT sun _ " y z. _ _
TA_G_ W_ su_ x y z _ _
(3) A_ u_ i.
L_MZ
TKETA
'_) A o .,
/
Notes:
(1) oD- _
T-%X) - time in _ays from epoch
In the coarse print, the output occurs a_ _he beginnlng an_ end
. of each type cf station_
• i09
' I
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" . STN designates the station, TYPE the data type, RISE or SET
tells whether the prints go vith the begirming or end of..a pass. '
; °.
(3), _% " target covarlance matrix
LAM l, LAM 2 - eigenvalues of upper left 2 x _ in Ab-
THETA - angle between major axis of dlspersion ellipse in
ml: _ plane and the m1 axis.
v. n_ Acc_acY;o_ • \
.\,SLICE - 3
\
(z) - (4) sa_ea. coarsefo_t
• • . . '%
,.
. . h2 '\
: h3
eix . egx esx ,.
.. ely e2y. e3y ". .
elz . e2 z .. ,. .e3z
NON-CRTCL ZIRCON -"
; n
x
: n
_, z
_ • .
":9 ' "
;+ _v ^e
• . • . .
" .A_, Aba
; .:.... • ...
_ ' ,._ ... .°
_ '...' ° ,
3
#
II0 "
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Notes on F'IncAccuracy Format:
(I) GD- Date
T-TO - time from epoch (days)
GD and T-TD wi]i refer to the time of the maneuver if the print time is
a maneuver time.j_
SLICE - Each tracking day will be divided irto N slices. (intervals)
The fine output is printed at each dividing point except the very first.
The fin_ output is also printed out at each maneuver point (hypothetical
>
/
(2) - (4) These Iteme are the same a_ in the coarse format.
(5) MANEUVER - the items _n this group are printed at the maneuver
points. Maneuw:r_ can only be requested along with the fine
printout.
MIJ - the impact vector sensitivity matrix _ a_ the _aneuver
time (see Appendix 4)
hl, h2, h3 - magnltudes of the rows of MIJ. -_--
eix, ely, eiz - uz_itvector_ i_ving the same direction as the rows of MIJ.
NON CRTCL DRCTN n, ny, nz - direction cosines of the non-critical direction.
Av - cov_rlauce m_trix of required velocity. .',
• /_e " covariance _trix of maneuver errors (Appendix 7) \ J
Ab + Aba - co_rlance n_trix of target parameters after t_ maneuver.
\
\
• \
i
./
\ "
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APPENDIX i0 TRAJECTC RY PRIA_DOUT
In thin appendix, ve give a _ey for the quantitites which are printed
if a trajectory alone is to be computed. Following the key, the symbols
are defined and the formulas for computations are either'given or reference_
to some other section of this report. All units will be in me_ameters for "
lcn6th, kilometers per second for velocity, and degrees for angles (unless
otherw_se stated).
The printout along the traJector_ will depend on the _h_se. However,
the initial print in each phase will be the same,,
I. print Ke_y
..
Initial Print in each Phase:
Ca) (,,oD _, ¢ _ _c
(b) a ". e i. t_ _ M
• - 0
(d) C3 C1 qq f Q p
(e} v v v _ 8
cox coy ¢Oz s G
Printout along the trajectory:
Geocentric Phase
(1) x y z _ _
(z) r _ _ v- r z
• , . .o . ,
/
/'"
I12 /
I
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Hclloccntric Phase
(1_-t). (t-to) d
" geocentric
f
_2) r - & _ V F E
(3) x y z _ _
. heliocentri
(_) r _ x v r z
,
%jq ............
(6) LO_ LOT EMP
i
Target Phase
(a) _._ _._ B tr
" -(b ) ]_ll M]_. '_-3
(c) ._ M23"21 MZZ /
(a) M3z M32 : _33 <
i / / "
(t-to)
geocent_ ic
(z) r .5 _ v - r z
(3) x y z _ _ _-
targe_centr
(4) r _ _ v r z
())-(6) san_e as in heliccentric phc.se
z13
J I
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?II. D_fin_ tlon_
Initial Print :
line, cO1, Symbol
al GD - Oeogorian Date (Tzaz- Fmnth Day Hour M_n See .C/_T)
a2 JD -_. Julian Date (days)
_'3 9' - _me of primary center
i a5 RP - reference plene - ec!___d¢ or equatorial
a5 TC - type conic _ elliptic or hyperbolic
bl-b_ a s e_ i, _, '_, M - classical elementsO
cl p .-- semi latus rect_n
c3 _ - time of perigee passsge
dl C3 - trice. "_s-viva energy '
d2 Ci - an_'_lar momentum
d3 q - distance of closest app-oach
d4 f - true anomaly
d_ Q - _a (I +e _
d6 P - period
Line e is printed only if TC is hyperbolic
el-e3 Voox' V_oy' V - componen" _ of V ....
oo z % _/w
e4 _ right ascension of V z
s c_ /"
e5 5 decllnatlon of V "
/
./
/
/
/"
lzs,
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Geocentric Phase \\.
(t-to)ks , (t-to) d - time from epoch in kiloseconds _nk_ days\
\
ll-16 x y z i _ £ -_ goecentrlc equatorial coordinates _.
\
2i-26 r 5 _ V I" Z - inertial geocentric polar coordinates (equato_la'-)
31-36 r _ @ V T _ - earth fixed geocentric polar coordinates ',
,\
Heliocentric Phase
ll-16 x y z i _ _ - geocen_rlc ecliptic coordinates
21-26 r 8 & V F Z - same as 21-2_ in geocentric phase
31-36 x y z i _ _- - heliocentric ecliptic coordinates
41-46 r _ _ _ i" Z - Leiiocen_ric polar coordinates (ecliptic)
_1-63 These are celestial angles which are defined in the comput_tlonal formulas
t '
Target Phase
al B.T - component of.miss in the ecliptic (_t p_ameter)
a2 B.R - component of _iss in B plane normal to ecliptic ,
_3 B - magnitude of miss
F.
a4 t_ - total flight time
bl-d3 Mij - miss coefficients matr%_ elements defined below in Secticn III
].1-16 x y z i _ _ - geocentric ecliptic coordinates
2i-Z6 r 5 s V F Z - inertial geocentric polar coordinates (equatorial)
31-36 x y z _ _ _ - target centered ecliptic coordinates
41-_6 r _ k V r z - target centered polar coordinates (ecliptic)
115
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i The forzulas for lines b a_d c are t_"be fotmd on page 32. To defir_ "the
_i remaining quantities, we use the notat" scn page 32.
I
c! = /_; c_ = -_D a
q, Q, P are defined on page 34 and f on page 32_ For the outgoing phase,
(e.g., Earth)
i r (_+ ,j 2 ,_2.l)V |
V°° = e lal _e 2 1 I- e - 1 _c) _+ (y + x_ 3
For the incoming phase (e.g., _arget body)
• %
_oo - -i (_ - _e2 . ! xj 1_ + (y_- xo _Fe_-l)
xm = _ ym f_r 2
where 2
e --- " Xo_ .---
- y__ , x + er
x_ -
r_r¥" Y_ -- "'-r _r=p==-
V
•, _ = tan-I _
s V
Gox "_
v \
5 = sin-1 ooz
• % - \
\. \
Geocentric Phase on_agIn the geocentric phase, line 1 is from the orbit, line 2 is given e 29,
line 3 i_3the same as line 2 except that the velocity components Xe and _e
• , \
replace _ and _ on page 29'. \ \
[ I_L, j.°-,e rYe "
m = angular rotation rate of earthe
= equatorial radius of earth
116
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___elio_,ntricPhase
Lineo 1 to 4 of the heliocentric phase output _equires no f_rther
explanation_ The celestial angles are defined below.
Let r = geocentric position vector of probe ,
R = heliocentric position vector of probe
p = heliocentric position vector of target planet
e - hel_ocentrlc position vector of earth
m - _eocentrlc position vector of moon
s = direction cosines of Star Cauopus
All vectors are in the equatorial system unless otherwise indicated.
The angle_ are computed a_ follows (r' means transpose of rs etc.)s
E_{ earth probe sun
EPS cos-i r' R
1
/
EPM, earth probe moon /
4 /
EPM = COS"I _ /
Irl ir-ml .
SPC, sun probe Canopus
-i - R's
SPC = cos
TPC, target probe Canopus
o -....
-i _ _'_"• _- %\\TPG - cos
"_
\
' 117 '_
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SPT, sun probe target
SPT - cos
IR i jR-pj
STP, sun target probe
-1 p' (p:R)STP - cos !p! !p-RJ
/
LOE, Celest_el Longitude of Earth
ey, ex are in the ecliptic system
LOE - k - tan"I -"
LOT_ Celestial Longitude of Target Planet
Py' Px are in the ecliptic system
Px
EMP, e_rth moon prol_e
me - co8"I .=' O.=-r) ,_,, , ---- . @,
Iml im-rl
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#Target Phase
In the initial print of the target phase
B.T -" mI
•.-- ,w
B.F, _ m2, see _a6e 9_ •
The matrix elements Mij are partial derivatives of ml, m2, and.tf. with'
respect to the polar velocity coordinates _t infinity on the 6eocentrlc
escape hyperbola. Except for minor modifications, the formulas for these .
derivatives are found in Appendix 4.
In addition to the foregoing, all the input constrmts for the
trajectory will be printea. The _ertinent 'cons%snts' a.re" tab t_lat_d_:in
Lisl;I of Appendlxi_9_
I
/.
/
/
//
./
//"
/
/°
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APPENDIX ll IR?UT REQUIPZM;_NTS
In order Zo use the program, a rather large number of input quantities
must be specified. The required inputs have been arranged approximately in
the sequence in which they are required in performing the functions of the
main program blocks, as show?,in Figure 1.
In cases where multiple options are available in the program, the
option desired must be indicated in the input. C_ptlons_hich control the
over-all operation of the program have been arranged into one group termed
TAPP input Controls. Other options wi_ch con_rois sp_clflc portions of the
progrsm:are located in the appropriate input _ectlon N.ertainingto that part
of the programl
The TAPP Input Controls are:
i. Input Option Flag
2. Tr=Jectory Class Flag
• 3. Target Elements Flag
4. Midcourse Maneuver Flag
9. Search Option Flag
6. Observation Type Flags (4)
7. Phase Change Sequence
8. Step •Size Control
9. Print Control Option
Let us now consider each control in sequence :
i. Initial Condition Input Option
; Initial conditions to the program can be specified by various
i sets _f elements. Each set is identified by a single _igit (I, 2, 3, or 7_.
2. Trajectory Class Flag
Trajectories are divided into two classes: Class 1 and 2. A
Class 1 trajectory is one in which the Interception of the _arget by the
spacecraft occurs when the spacecraft first encounters the orbit o_ the
t_rget planet. On a Class Z trajectory, encounter takes place on the
second crossingof the target orbit by the b_acecraft. The specification
of the class then serves to determine vhlch intercept point is desired.
1966001372126
S_ Target Elements Flag
To ensure that end conditlono of a mission be as close to reality
as possible, one .mayoccasionally desire to input _ particular set of
osculating elements of the tsmget planet rather than employ the built-
in target orbit fozunulas. A flag at this stage indicates to the program
that elements are to be specified as input.
4. Midcourse Maneuver Flag
A flag here will indicate to the program _hether a Midcourse
• Maneuver is or is not to be executed. TAPP, I_,_ I, provides for the
execution only on___eactual mldcour_e maneuver in a mission. Any ntu.nber
of "h;_pothetical"maneuvers as described later can be Included. TAPP
Mod. II, under development, will allow multiple;midcourse and terminal
maneuvers to be simulated.
5. Search Option Flag
/
This flag indicates whether or not a search i_ to be performed
to adjust initial conditions to yield specifie_ terminal conditions.
Digit "one" indicates search desire_.
6. Observation Type Flags (_)
For any given mission, the spacecraft may or may no_ be required
to make measurements, in addition to the tracklng from earth based
stations. This "may" or "may not" condition is determined by flags _
indicating which type of measurements the spacecraft is to make, if
any. In addition, a flag is required to indicate Waether or not
earth based tracking is required.....
.J
7. Phase Change Sequence (Up to four phase changes)
The program computes the trajectory of a spacecraft by means of
the "patched conic" method. For this reason, it is necessary to
Rpeclfy which planets the mission is likely to encounter, and in which
order. As an example, one sequence coula be Earth-_bon-Ea_th-Suu or
/
\
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Earth-Moon-Sun-Pl_net. Any sequence up to four i8 allo_able. _e _ollov_n_T
code nu_e_e are used fo_'_he central bodies_
i. Earth
2. Sun
3. Moon
4. Veuus
9. Mars
6. Jupiter
J
7. Saturn
8. Arbitrary
Th_ trajectory is not deviated if the vehicle d_es not enter the
planets sphere of action.
8. Step Size Control 4
This control deterrlnes the interval6 at which position, velocity
•nd necessary partial derivatives are to be computed along the _rbit
through control of the increment of eccentric anomaly, in degrees, to
be taken. Note that this input does no__control the printout interval,
but rather the computlr_ step size over which interpolation is use_ for
points called for by the printout intex-_al.
9. Prln_ Control Flag
!
Controls format and content of printout, are described in Section Y
of this Appendix, and in Appendix 9.
Following the TAPP Input Controls, the inputs liste_ _elow must be supplie_:
I. Initial___Conditlons _i",
The trajectory to be flown may _e speclfle_ in terms of\elther injection
conditionsj or launch conditions:
\Injection Co_" _ions
(Option i) Orbital elements: t, a, e, i, _, (_,M0 " ,_
\
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(O_tlon 2) Rectan&ular coordinates: t, x, y, z, _. #, _ \
(Option 3) Spherical coordln_tes: t_ r, c_, 5, V, r/
All angles are given in degrees, mne units of length and
time can be given independently and are entered by mhooslng
•a two digit code from the follo%_ng llst:
Code Length Code Time
i. Feet i. Seconds
2. Nautical Mile 2. i¢_nutes
3. Kilometer 3. Hours
J_. Earth R_dil _. Days
5. Astronomical Unit 5. Klloseeo_ds
6. Megameter
Launch Conditions (Option 7)
The inputs to this option are:
1. Launch Conditions
Launch Azimuth (inertial) in degrees
Launch site Latitude (geodetic) in d_rees, positive north
Launch size Longitude in degrees, positive east
2. V and Injection Condition Specification_
Flight Path Angle (inertial), in degrees
Vls-Viv_ Energy, Cy in (km/sec)2
Geocentric Radius, in megametere
Declination of Asymptote, 5s, in _cg., positive north
Right Ascension of Asymptotet _s' in deg, positive east
_. Coast and Burn Conditions
Time from Launch to Parking O_-bitInjection in Seconds
Ti of Seoond Burn in Seconds
Angle Swept O_t Between La_,ch and Parking Orbit InjectiOna in de_'ees
Angle Swept _,_tDuring Second L_arn,in degrees
Time (Gregorian Date of Launch)
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If. Target Conditions and Search Control
A. Target Condit/.ons
-!
If search is to be performed, then target conditions mpy be
specified as:
1. _ and M2 and time of flight wh_re:
Impact parameters I_ and M2 are in megameters and,
Time of flight in days, or,
If the orbit is elliptical, then the final M and Mz are
, .A.k
speclfi_d by the rIcht ascension _ud declln_id_ with respect
to planet. \
\
B. Search Contrc!
\
The parameters the pro_am varies to meet the specified t_et
%
c_nditions of A (See Appendix 9, Section (3); Target a_ndS__ea_f_._
Conditions) may either be "\.
i. Initial Conditions \
_ a) +.heparameters specified may be any (2) or (3) of the \
-_ 6 initial conditions of position and velocity or,
b) if the parsmeters are unspecified by the user, then the
program will select the parameters with the muall._t magnitude
of char.Ne.
or, 2. Voo Vector - The parameters may be
a) Unspecified. The pro@_am will chang.eall 3 coaponents
if 3 target conClti_ns are specified, or _ components yielding
the least maqnltude of change _f 2 targe'_con&Itions are
specified, or
b) Spectfie&. The u_er specifies _.y 2 of the 3" components
of the Vco _._ct_r.
i
i
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3." Scale .ac_.s_ _ _" (6),cne for each of _he initial conditions, These
are the veighting factors u_ed _'hen tb_ pro_am is a.l_ed to choose
-_hich Ir_Itisl condltions to var%o°
III. _oservables :
All options here ray be used slmults_ueously, and according to the
1_Aag6 certain or all of the options can be deleted from a co_mputer run.
A. Eal-th Based Tracker_ (_/p__ A Observations)
1 Station Number
A t_o digit n_mber rill specify the station longitude_
latitude and altitude from a prestored table. Ne-g station
coordinates (e.g. lunar based stations) _%y be entered in the
table if deslred.
2. Station Covariance ,_kxlel
A one digit number will selec_ thin l_r_s $Ì stationuncertainty
" covariance matrix to be used for the given station.
3. Stetlon Limitations
A one digit nu_er selects maximum range and minimum elevation
angle limitations from a pre-store_ table. A zero signifies "no
limitations".
4. Noise Model
A one digit number will _pecify a certain stored noise model
for the station. This noise model specifies the variances
associated with observation types.
5. Data Type
A o_e digit number will signify to the program the observation
type the flagged station i_ to me._Ureo The data types available
al-e:
12p
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Code
i Hou_ _ngle
Declination
3 Elevation
h Azi_ath
_,'o-_y Doppler
9 S!o_nt R_.nge .,
6. Least Sqaare We,_.,t_ng Option (i) or (2)
Option (1) sets all fiJ = i and _iJ = 0 for the
!
final weighting.'.. ::
!
Option (2) weights according to input fiJ and mlj :I
(from 7 below).
7, Least Square Weig_hts (fij and _ij)
The weights fij and _iJ are used in the program to
manufacture the final elements to be used in the weighting
matrix. The i th index corresponds to the station number and
the J th index cor_',_spondsto the data type. (See I and _,
respectively, above for-description). The numerical w_lues of
r
the weights _ll be entered as inputs.
8. Starting Day
Starting day, measured from Oh "_2 on launch date, will
indicate _o the program the day the tracking is to begin.
9. Waiting Time
Tracking will begin this number of minutes after the
spacecraft has risen over a particular station.
iz6
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i0. End Day
Date on whlch tracking is to cease, in days° from Oh on
launch date.
ll. Waiting ti_e before set "
Tracking _ll cease this r_ny _Inutes before the spagecraft
sets over a particular station.
This input is the spacing-be_een the tro_klng periods in
day.s. For exhale3 1 = track -_sible passes every day;
3 = track visible passes every third day.
1B. Sampling Rate I
j/
This input in seconds will iodicate the rate at which the
7 _
observations are taken by the tracking sts_Ion.
Not___se:A maximum of three tracking patterns is allowed per station.
Should this prove too few in a problem, the same station may be
given more than one set of station numbers, for B patterns/statlon
number.
B. Clock and Cone Angles (Type B Observations)
1. Observation of Star (1) or (2) (Choice of one)
(1) An input in the form of a flag will signify that
Canopus, whose right ascension and declination are stored
in the computer is to be observed by the vehicle during '
the mission according to the specified pattern.
. (2) An input in the form of a flag here will _ignify
that another star has been selected and the positloa i:_
the form of right ascension (hours, _mln, sec) and declination
(degrees, minutes, seconds) are to be providedas input.
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2. Observation of Planet _Zhoice o£ one)
input _ere will be an integer _ig_uifying _-'nich of the
6 "pl_.e.ts,whose code digit is listed below, is to be seleet_d.
The heliocentric positions of the respective planets ate
available from the ephemeris 9ortion of the progrmm.
(1 ) Earth
(3)
Venus
(6) Jupiter
3. Noise Model Specification
The noise model is to be specified by input and is in the
form of:
(1) Variances in the Spacecraft - Planet line in degrees
(2) Variance in the Read-out, also in degrees; and
(3) Proportionality Scale factor for the variance pro-
portional to the planet's angular diameter.
4. Least Squ_re Weighting Option (1) or (2)
This option is the same as the corresponding option for
Earth-Based Trackers (Type A Observation).
_. Least Square Weights (fi and %)
The weights read into the program here are in degrees, fl
and a_ refer to cone augles, f2 and c_ refer to clock angles
and the numerical weights follow these designations.
6. Start Time
i
.- This input in d_ys and decimal fraction of day measured from
0hr launch signifle_ to the program the time to begin .the
measurements.
/
,/
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7. End T;rr,_, \\
\
_nis time (in days and fractior_ of day measured f_m 0hr
launch) signifies to the program, the instant to cease measurements.k
8. Day Interval '.,
_nis input (in days and fractions of days) plays the sa_ue
role as the corresponding input for the _artn Based trackers
C. Planetary Diameters (_pe C Observations)
1. Observation of Planet (Choice of one)
Ynput here will be an integer signifying _hich of the 6
planets is to be selecte_. The planet code numbers are as given
above for clock and cone angles.
2. Diameter Limitation,
This input in units of plazetary radii places a lo_-er
limitation on the size of the planet's disc as seen from the
spacecraft.
3. Noise Model Specification
Slz_ of the variance due to errors in the planetary diameter
measurement and constant bias are computed from the following
inputs :
(1) A dimensionless proportionality factort k, in the
planetary diameter added to:
(2) A constant bias in degrees.
4. Least Square Weighting Option (1) o_" (2)
This option is the same as the corresponding option for
Earth Based Trackers (Type A Observations). I
|
5. Least Square Weights (f and co) i
_T_Is option perforn_s the same function as the corresponding
option for Earth Based Trackers (Type A Observations).
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6. Measurement Option (l) or (2)
A flag here viii either
(i) Begin measurements on time, or
(2) Begin measurements on distance from p.'l.anet
7. Times at which measuremerts are to be ta_:en
Op zo 30 inputs in days from launch will specify the _,Imes
at which meas'_Irements are _o be taken.
_). Occultations (Be D Observq,tions)
"Occultation" as used here means the measurement of the position
of a planet's center with respect to a star backgro%und. _"_l.einputs
are :
i. Observation of a Planet (Choice of one) - Digit codes as before.
%
2. Noise Model Specification
3. Least Square Weighting Option _'"_ and (2) _
4. Least Square Weig_i;_
\9. Starting Day \
6. End Day \ \
7. Day Intervals. \
i
All inputs here have the same funct_ on as the corresponding inputs for
\
the Clock and Cone Angles (%_pe B Croservations).
\
IV. Osculating Elements of Target Planet
A. Position and Velocity ((_tion l) \
Inputs for the target plmuet are rectangular coordinates x, y, z,
_, '_, _ at time t. The units of length and time available are as
specified in the Initial Coud[itions Input.
_ B. Orbit_l Elements (Option 2)
Inputs for the target planets are given as:
a Semi-maJor axis
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e Eccentricity
i Inclination
Ascending Ncde
Ar_ument of Perigee
M Mean Anomaly at Epocho
f
_&l angles are in degrees and aro with respect to ecliptic of/epoch/
except for the moon where the orientation angles are with respect tc
the equator. The units of length available for a, are as specified
in the Initial Conditions Input.
V. Print Control Optio n
To spar._ the user from large _._ounts of unnecessary or unwanted information,
options are provided to determine what type of information will be printed.
T_e options are chosen by entering one of the following digit codes:
co___d_e o  o.n
•I 'l_a_king .Only
Rise-Set 0nly
3 Rise-Set _d Tra_ectory
4 Coarse Accuracy
5 Fine Accuracy
The contents of these options are discussed in Appendix 9.
VI. Midcourse Maneuvers
A. Hypothetical Maneuvers
/
To prescribe a series of maneuvers, one must specify //
1. Start Time
Time of the first maneuver measured in days (not necessaA-ily
an _nteger) from 0hr of the initial day.
2. Day Interval
Spacing of the maneuvers in days between the first and
last day.
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3. End Day
Day of the lasZ _.neuver measured in days from 0h of the
Initl al day.
4. N_unber of Components to be Nulled (2 or 3)
If two component_ _re to be nulled, the maneuver vector
lle_ in the critical plane.
(i) Shut off error s
(2) Pointing error
P
(3) Resolution error _
r
(4) Autopilot error
a
B, A_tual Maneuver
i. Time of _ctual Maneuver
Days fzom Oh of Initia_ day.
2. Items 4.s 9. from Option A.
C. ilypothetical Maneuvers Followed by an _ctual '_I
1. Item 1. to 5. _rom Option A [
2. Item 1. from Option B
(Tim_ of actua ! m_neuver must be greater than time Gf _as%
hypothetical •)
Ii. A P:'iori Variances and Covariances of Parmne_ers
A, Parameters to be Adjusted (Up to 25)
1. Uncorrelated parameters and their _rarlances.
.2. Covariances of correlated parameters. (See Appendix 9, Page 109. )
B. Parameter Uncertainties to be accounted for but not adjusted
1. Uncorrelated par_w._ters and their variances.
2. Covariances of correlated parameters. (See Appendix 9, Pa I6 105. )
I
/"
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APPE_OIX ]2 ,HI_IC, _ CO,.o_,u_S
The physlc_l constants which a_< built Into the progr_ &_ tab"iate&
in this appeDd_x. In addition to the ones below t o_:nit_lelament_ for the
solar system are to be found in Appendix 2
unit of length - lO6 meters (Y_n)
unit of time - lO3 seconds (ks)
mass constant of the earth - @e
' , //
I_e - B98.6032 (Mm3/ks2)
mass ratio of sun tO earth - _s/_e
_s/_e = 332951.3
mass of sun/mass of Venus -._AS/_Av
v = 4os64
mass of sun/mass of Mars - _s/_M
: 3088000
mass of sun/mass of Jupiter - _s/_j
_sl_J ,, I047.39
m0_s of earth/mass cf moon - l_e/i/m
'_/_m = 81.335
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_Quatorlal radius (_fearth - a
a - 6.378165 Mm
ear%h's flattenin_- f
f ,, _98.3 \
\
\
\
earth's rotation rate - _e
e , ._
velocity of.li@ht - co , \
co = 2.9979Z5 x lO5 (Nm/k_) '\'• \
\
astronomical unit - au
au : i.h95990 x i05 M_ ",
_onverslo; from meters to feet
i ft . ._.048 meter
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APFEh'DIX13 FLOW DIAGRAMS
This appendix contains several flow diagrams whlch may be of assistance
to u6er,:of the TAPP program. A separate document (progra_uer's m_nuai)
cone_Ining more detailed flow diagrams, subzoutlne descriptions, storage
location_, etc. will be issued on completion of the codlng and checkout of.
TAPP ,v_dI.
Flow diagrams are included here for:
a) i_neSearch Routine
b) Orbit Computation Block
e) Rise-Set Routine
•d) b-Vector Block
e) Data .Processor
f) _curacy Criterion Block //
g) Midco1_se Maneuver Block /
i
/
_" 2:.. t
\\
\
- \
- \
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FIGURE 7. l_imetlonalBlock I)Isgramof the Swatch Routine
.. |
!
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Extcrnal or !Program Inputs
Statione _ Start wi°h _' ]
1s t s tatlon
Tracking
schedule 1st Q-start
A , OB
Compute
l s rationcoordinate,
rs
nul |
] _ spacecraft
ephemeris -- l
• vector x(t)
I , ,.. ,
i .. !
i= . . B- -,_
i& ' ;- "
_o ° P'max _ • ..-_ax
_ , - n in nn
IAli passes in all! l'Interpol.te
_intervals from [ | for t , t Set = Go to B[ all stations _-_ r s t + At-_ t
icOmple**ed? 1 I Emax° store
pass or next I [ _.v_+
next_stati°n I " _'_/
•_ R.ecycle to ,%
FIGURE 9.. Rise-Set Routine Block Diagram
• /
/
• 138 /
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P,o_r_1..u,_I l
_, - lunul | .... _ - .. , _ -- _ _:_
Target " i Compute i """ Target
phase .... ]-- ---_ :.:=(r,v) _ " I -
time 1 I- ophem'¢ris
I. t
• ( elliptic or i
_ _kl _ A dkfqkJ 7 • '
i co_*o -I : .. | co_pX,o." '
I store l . x _
find H-- 'b
• ' _)x
.... t J
_ tll i. L a _ I
I I n I lid "
_'_C_1_:ZO. ".-Vector Blook Dlagra_
li
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Lazt
Data type_
... print time pass and to b,) used
/inished station
_o yes r+o go to A, process
go to A next type, pass,
proCesa next interval or station
FIGURE II. Data Processor Block Diagram
,/s.
.140 ..,:.:"
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ExternalInputsor Prograr_ ]_
i
Time at which I _., t
A b routine ie l I Compute i
called; either _ -I J, K, Lprint. _.d_ourse I L 1
{ AN,,,r° • _,,
l,_ooo_o.I
oo ,o. "\\
L,AoI '
',! J \
i ',
i Find A b
k, p 'I at t. "
i , *
t Note:
Compute Actual midccurse
eigenvalue and phase change timee
are update timem
ii
mLdcou,'se Print
routine output
figure 13_ m i
FIGURE 12. Accuracy Criterion Block Diagram
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